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ABSTRACT

A comprehensive understanding of the microstructural evolution of Zirconium
Carbide (ZrCx) ceramics under irradiation conditions is required for their successful
implementation in advanced Gen-IV gas-cooled nuclear reactors. The research presented
in this dissertation focusses on elucidating the ion and electron irradiation response of
ZrCx ceramics. In the first part of the research, the microstructural evolution was
characterized for ZrCx ceramics irradiated with 10 MeV Au3+ ions up to doses of 30
displacement per atom (dpa) at 800 ºC. Coarsening of the defective microstructure, as a
function of dose, was revealed by transmission electron microscopy analysis. The lack of
change in the irradiated microstructure, at doses above 5 dpa, indicated that a balance
between irradiation damage accumulation and dynamic annealing of defects was reached.
It was also found that concurrent oxidation occurred during the ion irradiation. The
effects of irradiation on the morphology and microstructure of the initial oxide formed on
the surface of ZrCx were investigated. The concomitant reduction in size and surface
coverage of the oxide nodules at high doses, indicated that oxide dissolution was the
predominant mechanism under irradiation conditions.
In the second part of the research, Zirconium Carbide (ZrCx) was irradiated with
10 MeV Au3+ ions to a dose of 10 dpa and subsequently with 300 keV electrons in a
transmission electron microscope (TEM). It was found that high-energy electron
irradiation of pre-damaged ZrCx foils induce atomic mixing via radiation enhanced
diffusion (RED), producing surface oxidation of the TEM foil.
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SECTION

1. INTRODUCTION

Energy is an essential commodity for many economic activities in modern
society. According to the 2019 International Energy Outlook report [1], it was estimated
that more than 600 quadrillion British thermal units (qBTU) of energy were consumed
worldwide in 2018, and the global energy demand is expected to double by 2050.
Traditionally, most of the energetic needs in the modern world have been satisfied
through the combustion of non-renewable fossil fuels such as gas, coal, and oil. However,
the rapid consumption of fossil fuels has caused not only a global depletion of natural
resources, but also serious environmental and public health problems. As the global
energy demand continues to increase, and as the climate impacts of fossil fuel-based
energy sources become untenable, increasing emphasis is being placed on alternative
sources of energy. In this context, nuclear energy has emerged over the past five decades
to become a reliable baseload source of clean and economical energy.
Due to the renascent interest in nuclear energy, several initiatives have been
launched around the world aimed to design and implement new nuclear energy systems
that will significantly improve safety and reliability, sustainability, useful reactor life,
proliferation-resistance and profitability with respect to current nuclear power reactors.
Among these programs, the Generation-IV initiative [2] has identified six advanced
nuclear energy systems with the greatest potential to fulfill the above requirements. The
six systems chosen include the gas-cooled fast reactor (GFR), the lead-cooled fast reactor
(LFR), the molten-salt cooled reactor (MSR), the sodium-cooled fast reactor (SFR), the
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supercritical water-cooled reactor (SCWR), and the very high temperature reactor
(VHTR) [3]. Despite the promising attributes of Gen-IV nuclear reactors, there are
significant challenges on materials and component developments that need to be
addressed for successful implementation of these new reactors systems. The core of
Gen-IV nuclear reactors presents an exceptionally harsh environment for materials
because of the combination of high temperature, high stresses, a chemically aggressive
coolant and intense radiation fluxes. Figure. 1.1 shows the temperature and dose
requirements for in-core structural material for the operation of Gen-IV reactors.

Figure 1.1. Temperature and dose for in-core structural materials for the operation of six
proposed Generation IV advanced reactor concepts. Taken from [4]
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It is noted that all the new reactor designs will operate at higher temperatures and
doses compared to current light water reactor systems (LWRs-Gen II Reactors). These
extreme conditions are beyond the capabilities of the existing structural material used in
current nuclear reactors. Therefore, it is necessary to look at new material options to meet
the operational requirements of Gen-IV reactors.
A range of different materials are currently under investigation for structural and
fuel applications in Gen-IV nuclear reactors including refractory metals, oxide
dispersion-strengthened (ODS) alloys [5], [6], ferritic-martensitic steels [7], nickel
superalloys [8], and non-oxide ceramics [9]. Particularly, the family of transition metal
carbides and nitrides exhibit properties that make them attractive for advanced nuclear
reactors operating at temperatures above 800 ºC (VHTR, GFR and MSR). Foremost of
these properties are good thermal conductivity, high refractoriness, phase stability, and
radiation resistance [10]. Among the family of transition metal carbides, zirconium
carbide (ZrCx) has received considerable attention as a major contender for future
applications in advanced nuclear energy systems. ZrCx could be potentially used as an
inert fuel matrix material for GFRs [11], as an oxygen getter for microencapsulated fuels
[12], as an alternative cladding for advanced non-light water reactors [13], and as a
fission product barrier in Tri-structural Isotropic (TRISO) fuel particles [14].
The successful deployment of ZrCx in advanced Gen IV fission reactors requires a
thorough understanding of the changes in performance and structure associated with the
simultaneous exposure to ionizing and energetic radiation, high temperature, and
chemically challenging environments. Although there exists some historical data on the
performance of ZrCx ceramics in high temperature nuclear reactors, the radiation
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response of ZrCx is still poorly understood. Therefore, any attempt to contribute to the
understanding of the fundamentals of radiation damage in ZrCx is helpful for the
scientific community studying radiation effects in ceramics and for the nuclear industry

1.1. RESEARCH SCOPE AND CONTRIBUTIONS
Studying radiation damage in ZrCx is a broad research topic. In order to make the
objectives of this work more focused, and achievable, this research is particularly
concerned with investigating the microstructural evolution of ZrCx ceramics under ion
and electron irradiation conditions. In the first part of the thesis, efforts were made to
characterize the microstructure of ZrCx irradiated with 10 MeV Au3+ ions up to doses of
30 displacements per atom (dpa) at 800 oC. To date, most of the studies on irradiated
ZrCx have only focused on the low dose (< 5 dpa), low temperature (25 ºC) irradiation
regime. Thus, the results of the first part of the dissertation extends the current state of
knowledge of the irradiation response of ZrCx at conditions that are relevant to the
operation of advanced Gen-IV gas-cooled nuclear reactors. In the second part of the
dissertation, the microstructural evolution of ZrCx under sequential ion-electron
irradiation conditions was investigated. To the best of our knowledge, no previous studies
have investigated the sequential irradiation of ZrC. Thus, the second part of the dissertation
provides new knowledge of the microstructural response of ZrCx to different types of
radiation. It also gives new insights into the inadvertent effects of the electron beam
irradiation during TEM analysis of in-situ and ex-situ ion irradiated ZrCx.
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1.2. DISSERTATION OUTLINE
This dissertation is structured based on the manuscripts that have been prepared
for submission to peer-review journals. The dissertation is partitioned into the following
sections:
Section 2: A literature review that provides a detailed background on the
degradation mode of ZrC in nuclear systems is presented. The aim of this section is to
identify the current existing knowledge gaps.
Papers: The papers section contains the three manuscripts about the experiments
that were conducted in this research. The first paper presents a detailed multiscale
microstructural characterization of ZrCx irradiated with 10 MeV Au3+ ions at 800 ºC.
This paper identified specific relationships between irradiation dose and final
microstructure, showing how the microstructure of ZrCx ceramics evolves at different
length scales under irradiation conditions relevant to the operation of high temperature
nuclear reactors. The results presented expands the current state of knowledge on the
irradiation behavior of ZrCx at doses above 5 dpa and high temperatures (800 ºC), where
only a limited number of studies have been conducted.
The second paper focuses on the early stage oxidation behavior of ZrCx under
irradiation conditions. Here, a detailed microstructural and morphological analysis of the
ZrO2 nodules formed during ion-irradiation of ZrCx at 800 ºC is presented. To the best of
our knowledge, no previous studies have focused on in-pile oxidation of ZrCx. Therefore,
the results presented in this paper are the first ones to shed light on the complex inservice oxidation of ZrCx in high temperature nuclear reactors. This information will
enable better design and safe operation of the next generation of nuclear power systems.
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The third paper deals with the sequential ion-electron irradiation of ZrCx at room
temperature. This article provides new knowledge of the microstructural response of ZrCx to
different types of radiation and new insights into the inadvertent effects of electron beam
during TEM analysis of in-situ and ex-situ ion irradiated ZrCx.
Section 3 and 4: Conclusions and Future work presents a summary of the work
and discusses the main findings of the thesis. This section also outlines key directions for
future experimental work.
Appendix: This appendix contains the fourth paper, which investigated the
microstructural characterization of a ZrC billet with low Hf-content. This article
discusses the significance of employing a multiprobe approach to characterize the
microstructural inhomogeneities in ZrCx ceramics, Furthermore, the results of this work
provide new insights into role of the main impurities on the microstructural evolution of
ZrCx ceramics during densification.
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2. STATE OF KNOWLEDGE

Due to its high melting temperature of Tm=3420 oC [15], zirconium carbide
(ZrCx) belongs to a group of materials classified as ultra-high temperature ceramics
(UHTCs), a family of binary borides, nitrides, and carbides compounds that have melting
points above 3000 oC [16]. ZrCx ceramicsalso exhibits higher electrical and thermal
conductivities [17], outstanding mechanical properties [18], good resistance to fission
product attack [19], and a low neutron absorption cross section [20]. This unique
combination of properties allows ZrCx to survive extreme temperatures, heat fluxes,
radiation levels, mechanical loads, chemical reactivities, and other extreme conditions
that are expected to occur in the core of advanced gas cooled nuclear reactors. Therefore,
ZrCx is a strong contender for future applications in advanced nuclear energy systems.
The purpose of this section is to review the published research pertaining to the
papers presented in section 3. First, an overview of the crystal structure, bonding and
phase equilibria of ZrCx is presented. Next, the fabrication methods of ZrCx ceramics are
briefly reviewed and the major gaps existing in the evaluation of the thermophysical
properties of ZrCx are listed. Finally, the major degradation modes of ZrCx ceramics in
advanced gas-cooled nuclear reactors are discussed.

2.1. CRYSTAL STRUCTURE AND PHASE DIAGRAM
Zirconium Carbide (ZrCx) is a group IVb transition metal compound that
crystallizes in the rocksalt 𝐹𝑚3𝑚 structure (space group 225) [20]. A schematic
representation of the crystalline structure of ZrCx is depicted in Figure 2.1. The crystal
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structure can be described as a face-centered cubic (FCC) Bravais lattice with a basis
consisting of a Zr atom at (0,0,0) and a C atom at the position 𝑎/2(1,0,0). In this
structure, the Zr atoms form a metallic FCC sublattice whose octahedral interstitial sites
host C atoms. The crystal structure leads to a combination of covalent, ionic, and metallic
bonding. The ionic character of the bonding arises because of the difference in
electronegativity between C and Zr atoms, the covalent character is due to the
interactions between the 2p state of carbon and 4d state of Zr, and the metallic bonding
arises when atoms are ionized, producing positive Zr atoms and delocalized electrons
[21]. This combination of bonding types gives ZrCx an unique mixture of properties
including high hardness (~25 GPa), very high melting point (>3000 K), and high thermal
and electrical conductivities (>10 W m-1 K-1 and ~200×104 Ω-1 m-1 respectively).

Figure 2.1. 3D representation of ZrC crystal structure [22].
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Zirconium carbide can deviate significantly from its stoichiometric composition
with the formation of structural vacancies in the carbon sublattice. The phase diagram of
the Zr-C system is shown in Figure 2.2. The phase diagram shows the existence of the
ZrCx phase between ~37.5 and 49.5 at.% C, where x is between 0.6 and 0.98, with the
congruent melting of the ZrCx phase at 3723 K. Below ~37.5 at.% C, a hexagonal close
packed Zr and ZrCx coexist field exists until ~1200 K, where the Zr metal becomes body
centered cubic. This phase begins melting at ~2030 K resulting in liquid Zr and solid
ZrCx. For carbon contents higher than 49.5 at.%, a mixture of ZrCx + C phases forms.

Figure 2.2. Calculated phase diagram of Zr-C system. Taken from [20].

As a characteristic non-stoichiometric compound, ZrCx exhibits both short-range
ordering (SRO) and long-range ordering (LRO) for the carbon vacancy distribution [23].
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Ordered ZrCx phases are usually obtained by long-duration post annealing treatments
[24]. However, vacancy-ordered structures with new symmetry can be also obtained by
direct routes such as high temperature chain–reaction synthesis at ZrC0.6–0.74 [25] or spark
plasma sintering (SPS) of ZrC0.61 nano-powders [26]. The mechanisms driving vacancy
ordering are still largely unstudied. Likewise, accurate phase identification of the
vacancy-ordered variants of ZrCx is difficult in experiments due to the lack of high
quality ZrCx samples and proper characterization techniques [27]. Despite that, the
existence of ordered vacancy configurations is exciting from an engineering standpoint
because it provides the opportunity to fabricate new materials through engineering of
chemical composition and vacancy configurations.

2.2. PROCESSING OF ZIRCONIUM CARBIDE CERAMICS
ZrCx can be produced by solid phase reactions [28], [29], from solution based
precursors [30] , and through vapor phase reaction methods such as chemical vapor
deposition [31], [32]. Various fabrication techniques can provide samples with varying
characteristics including microstructure, chemical composition, and impurity species.
2.2.1. Solid Phase Reaction. Carbothermal reduction of ZrO2 powders with
elemental carbon (Reaction 1) has historically been the most common route to synthesize
zirconium carbide [33], [34]. This method usually requires high temperatures (>1800 ºC)
and long-duration heat treatments (>12 hours) to obtained high purity ZrCx powders.
Furthermore, the reaction requires a strictly controlled environment (vacuum or inert gas)
to ensure purity of the final product. Due to the tendency for carbon deficiencies,
combined with the solubility of oxygen, the carbothermal reduction method often results
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in the formation of oxycarbide ZrCxOy [28]. The presence of oxygen impurities in the
carbon sub-lattice is known to influence both the densification mechanisms and
thermomechanical properties of the ceramic [35].
ZrO2(s) + 3C(s) → ZrC(s) + 2CO(g)

(1)

Alternatively, direct reaction of carbon with Zr [11],[36] (Reaction 2) or ZrH2
[37] (Reaction 3) is used in cases where higher purity or controlled carbon stoichiometry
is desired.
Zr(s) + C(s) → ZrC(s)

(2)

ZrH2(s) + C(s) → ZrC(s) + H2(g)

(3)

These reactions are classified as combustion synthesis reactions [38]. To produce
the ZrCx powders, the reactant mixture is pressed to form a green body and heated to a
temperature known as the ignition temperature after which the heat released by the
reaction is enough to sustain and drive it to completion. It is essential to maintain the
contact between the reactant particles without which the reaction fails to sustain itself.
Unlike carbothermal reduction route, combustion synthesis methods pose serious
handling issues for bulk production of ZrCx. The limitations are mainly due to the
exothermic nature of the combustion reaction and the size of the zirconium reactant,
which are highly pyrophoric and susceptible to oxidation at room temperatures.
2.2.2. Solution Based Fabrication. ZrCx can also be synthesized by using
precursors via solution-based processing methods [39], [40]. The advantage of using a
solution-based fabrication route is the high intimacy, at a molecular or colloidal scale,
that is achieved between the precursors. This intimate mixing helps to shorten the
diffusion distance, decreasing the heat treatment (dwell temperature and duration)
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necessary to complete the reaction. The shorter dwell times result in smaller particles
sizes compared with traditional solid-state routes. Sol–gel processing is one of the most
common solution-based routes used for the fabrication of ZrCx powders. Typically, a
polymer containing Zr-O-Zr links is formed from Zr n-propoxide or zirconium
oxychloride and a carbon source such as alcohols or sugar. Pyrolysis then results in
intimate mixing of ZrO2 and C. The production of ZrCx with varying stoichiometry can
be achieved by varying the proportion of the reactant precursors. However, the solution
based mixing process suffers from the disadvantage of residual oxygen impurities.
2.2.3. Vapor Phase Fabrication. Vapor phase reactions are the most common
route to produce ZrCx coatings for microencapsulated nuclear fuel concepts such as the
TRI-structural ISOtropic (TRISO) fuel particles. Given the high melting point of ZrCx
(Tm>3000 ºC), the coatings are normally deposited by low pressure chemical vapor
deposition (LPCVD) [31], evaporation [41], or sputtering [42]. Among these methods,
LPCVD is the preferred one to produce high purity, uniform, and defect-free ZrC
coatings onto TRISO particles [20]. In this process, a Zr precursor is reacted with CH4 in
a fluidized bed reactor at temperatures between 1300 and 1500 ºC. Several zirconium
halides precursors have been used in this process including chloride, iodide, and bromide.
The process can be represented as follows:
ZrX 4 + CH4 + 2(1 − x)H2 → ZrCx + 4HX (X = Cl, I, Br, x ≤ 1)

(3)

The reaction is conducted in an inert environment to prevent the uptake of oxygen
and other impurities. Also, the C/Zr compositional ratio and the morphology of the
coating can be controlled by varying the flow of methane and hydrogen. Further heat
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treatments can also be used to adjust the porosity of the coating. Compared to the solidstate and liquid routes, LPCVD is known to produce high quality ZrCx coatings.

2.3. THERMOMECHANICAL PROPERTIES
Thermal and mechanical properties of ZrCx ceramics at room temperature have
been extensively studied in the last four decades [17],[20], [43],[44], [45], with the most
important properties being strength, hardness, elastic constants, heat capacity, thermal
conductivity, and fracture toughness. Despite these assessments, many fundamental
properties of ZrCx ceramics remain poorly characterized and discrepancies exist among
different studies even in basic properties such as thermal conductivity and strength
(Figure. 2.3). The inconsistencies observed in the thermomechanical database for ZrCx
ceramics is largely attributed to factors such as impurities, vacancies, porosity, and other
microstructural features (grain size, grain boundaries, etc.) that are rarely reported in the
literature. Up to now, most of the studies have reported properties for a single ceramic
without identifying fundamental factors related to composition, microstructure, porosity,
impurities, etc. that can control the observed behavior. Presentation of properties without
an understanding of structure-property relations hinders the reporting of accurate
thermophysical data. Consequently, more systematic studies are necessary to elucidate
microstructure property relationships, isolate fundamental factors that control thermal and
mechanical behavior, and report intrinsic properties of ZrCx ceramics.
The literature survey also indicates that most of the thermomechanical testing of
ZrCx has been conducted under ambient conditions. While insightful, this information is
insufficient to qualify ZrCx as a safe nuclear material for advanced gas-cooled reactors
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that will operate at temperatures above 600 ºC. Therefore, further experimental work is
required to establish a comprehensive database of the thermal and mechanical properties
of ZrCx at elevated temperatures.
It is necessary to evaluate the thermal and mechanical properties experimentally
because a simple extrapolation of the properties from room temperature to high
temperatures might not take into account potential non-linear behavioral trends, which
could be caused by phenomena such as phase changes, creep, softening of grain
boundary/impurity phases, sub-critical crack growth, or stress-induced microcracking at
high temperature.

Figure 2.3. Thermal conductivity of ZrC as a function of temperature. Taken from [21].
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Additionally, systematic research on the effects of C/Zr ratio on the elevated
temperature thermophysical properties of ZrCx is needed. A substantial influence of
stoichiometry of ZrCx on elevated temperature properties is anticipated; however, very
limited data is available in this regard.

2.4. MAJOR DEGRADATION MODES
Several environmental degradation mechanisms are encountered in the core of
advanced gas-cooled nuclear reactors including radiation damage and oxidation. A
literature review on the main degradation mechanisms is here presented.
2.4.1. Radiation Damage. Despite having practical knowledge of the
performance of ZrCx ceramics under irradiation conditions, the radiation response
mechanisms of ZrCx are still largely unexplored, with systematic studies only emerging
in the literature within the last two decades. Understanding these mechanisms will allow
for the development of phenomenological and mechanistic models, which can reduce the
number of validation irradiations required in real reactor conditions and provide more
reliable predictions outside of the validation domain. A summary of the historic
irradiation data on ZrCx ceramics is presented in Figure 2.4 [46]. From this figure, it is
clear that most of the studies to date have only focused on the low dose, low temperature
irradiation regime. Although these data has furthered the state of the knowledge about the
radiation response of ZrCx, more research is needed on the effects of neutron and ion
irradiation at high temperatures (>800 ºC) and higher doses (>5 dpa) as these are the
general requirements for materials in advanced nuclear fission reactors.
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Early studies on the neutron-irradiation behavior of ZrCx, at temperatures ranging
from 300 to 700°C, were reported by Keilholtz et al. [47]. This work investigated the
irradiation response of three types of powder processed ZrCx materials in a strongly
carbon-rich condition (C/Zr ranging from 1.08 to 1.27) and low density (ranging from
70% to 95% theoretical). Although the fabrication routes for each specimen were
described in the paper, the details of the quality of the materials and pre-irradiation
microstructures were not reported. Keilholtz found gross volume swelling (dimensional
changes) in the range of 2–2.7% for three samples.

Figure 2.4. Historic irradiation data on ZrCx compared to operating fuel temperature.
DPA range data is represented by bars, where appropriate, n: neutrons, Kr: krypton ions,
Au: gold ions, P: proton ions. Taken from [46]
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Reynolds et al. [48] irradiated four experimental fuel particle types based
on zirconium carbide with fast neutrons (E > 0.18 MeV) at 1200 °C up to 5×1021 cm−2.
Post-irradiation examination by stereoscopic, metallographic and electronbeam microprobe analysis of the irradiated particles indicated that ZrC possesses
exceptional resistance to chemical attack by fission products and good mechanical
stability under irradiation.
Recently, Snead et al. [46] reported the effects of fast neutron irradiation on the
properties of high purity zone-refined ZrC0.87. The samples were irradiated in the High
Flux Isotope Reactor (HFR) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) to fluences
ranging from1 to 10 × 1025 m-2 (E > 0.1 MeV) in the irradiation temperature range of
∼910–1750 K. Small unidentified dislocation loops aligned in a raft-like structure were
observed by TEM analysis in samples irradiated at ∼910 K and a fast fluence
∼4×1025 cm-2. As the temperature increased to ∼1295 K, formation of larger Frank
faulted loops was reported. The microstructure of the samples irradiated at ∼1530 K
contained both distinct Frank loops and other unidentifiable dislocation loops. As the
irradiation temperature increased, a transition from Frank loops to prismatic loops was
reported. The changes in lattice parameter determined by X-ray diffraction were within
the measurement error and the corresponding macroscopic swelling due to lattice
expansion were reportedly less than 0.1%. Though the substantial variation in lattice
parameter in non-irradiated samples prohibited accurate determination of lattice swelling,
the linear lattice expansion appeared to be less than ∼0.03% at all temperatures.
Several studies have conducted proton irradiation of ZrCx at high temperatures.
Yang et al.[49] reported the effect of proton irradiation (2.6 MeV) on the microstructure
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of ZrC1.01 irradiated to a dose of 0.7 and 1.5 dpa at ∼800 ºC. Post -irradiation
characterization with TEM indicated the formation of high-density nano-sized dislocation
loops with densities increasing with irradiation dose. Yang also reported a change in the
lattice parameter with irradiation dose of 0.09 and 0.11% for 0.7 and 1.5 dpa respectively.
Similar results were obtained by Gan et al.[50] on post-irradiation examination of hotpressed ZrC1.01 (∼100% theoretical density) irradiated by 2.6 MeV protons up to 0.71–
1.8 dpa at 800 ºC. Huang et al. [51] investigated the effect of stoichiometry on the
damage evolution in proton-irradiated ZrCx (0.9<x<1.2) up to 3 dpa at 800 ºC. It was
found that the loop size and density were both dependent on dose and stoichiometry. For
substoichiometric compositions, little variation in the diameter of the dislocation loops
was observed for different C/Zr ratios. However, for superstoichiometric compositions,
the defect size and density increased in the vicinity of the graphite precipitates as a
function of carbon content. This suggests that other mechanisms for defect nucleation or
growth may occur in superstoichiometric ZrCx. More research is needed to investigate the
irradiation response of ZrCx in carbon rich regions.
Heavy ion irradiations have been also used to investigate the effects of irradiation
on ZrCx. The seminal work by Gosset et al.[122] reported the microstructural evolution
in hot pressed ZrC subject to 4 MeV Au ion irradiation at room temperature. The ion
fluence was between 1011 and 5×1015cm-2. Three damage stages were identified using a
combination of TEM and XRD analysis. At low fluences (<10 cm-2), no significant
damage to the microstructure and minimal swelling were observed. However, in the
intermediate fluence range (<1014cm-2), formation of high-density dislocation loops and
appearance of microstrain was reported. Swelling saturation (0.6%) was observed at a
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fluence close to ∼1014 cm-2. With fluences >1015 cm-2, the growth of these loops led to
the formation of a high-density dislocation network via loop interactions. Further
interactions of this dislocation network with defects were cited as the reason for swelling
saturation beyond 1014 cm-2.
Gan et al. [52] irradiated ZrCx with 1 MeV Kr ions to doses of 10 and 30 dpa at
27 ºC, and 10 to 70 dpa at 800 ºC in the Intermediate Voltage Electron Microscope
(IVEM) at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL). Faulted dislocations loops were
observed in all irradiated samples. Irradiations of ZrC to doses of 10 dpa and 30 dpa at
27 ºC caused a 0.7 and 0.9 % lattice expansion respectively. Irradiation at 800 ºC
produced lattice expansion of approximately 0.6% at 10 dpa and 7% at 70 dpa. The large
lattice expansion observed in the sample irradiated to 70 dpa at 800 ºC was attributed to
the formation of precipitate type defect features, which were believed to be face centered
cubic (FCC) ZrC with a lattice constant 8% greater than that of irradiated ZrC. The
formation mechanisms of the nanoprecipitates was not investigated by the authors.
Recently, Ulmer et al. [53] investigated the microstructural evolution of ZrCx
under in-situ ion irradiation conditions using the IVEM at Argonne National Laboratory.
The irradiation response of ZrCx was separated into two different regimes depending on
the irradiation temperature: low temperature (25 ºC and below) and high temperature
(600 ºC and higher). During low temperature irradiation, damage was observed in the
form of black-dot damage. The damage appeared after a threshold dose and increased
gradually with dose until saturation. In the high temperature regime (600 ºC and higher),
ion irradiation resulted in the formation of dislocation loops at doses above 1 dpa.
Gradual coarsening of the microstructure through defect coalescence was observed as
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dose increased, which led to the formation of entangled dislocation networks at doses
above 5 dpa. Ulmer also observed the formation of nanoprecipitates as a result of Kr
irradiation. The ring pattern of the nanoprecipitates was indexed and was consistent with
a FCC crystal structure with a lattice parameter 8% larger than that of ZrC. No
explanation was provided in this work concerning the formation mechanism of the
nanoprecipitates.
Pellegrino et al. [54], [55] also examined the microstructure of single crystal ZrCx
irradiated with 1.2 MeV Au ions at room temperature. The evolution of the
microstructure as a function of dose was investigated using RBS/C, XRD and TEM
techniques. The results were interpreted in the framework of a two-step damage process
with an increase of the elastic strain in the first step followed by a sharp release of strain
in the second step. accompanied with the appearance of TEM visible damage and large
RSB-C dechannelling The critical dose level for the transition was identified to be 2.2
dpa for Au ions in ZrC. Similar irradiation response has been observed in other nonamorphizable ceramics such as ZrO2 and UO2.
Computational methods have been also applied to investigate radiation damage in
ZrCx ceramics. Zheng et al.[56] predicted the threshold displacement energy (Ed) of C
and Zr atoms in ZrC using ab initio molecular dynamics simulation. Averaged values of
16 eV and 37 eV were obtained for the C and Zr sublattices respectively. The effect of
the presence of C vacancies on the displacement energies was also investigated. It was
found that a neighboring vacancy can increase the values of Ed, although the increment is
minimal (~4 eV) and only along one crystallographic direction. Jiang et al.[57] used ab
initio molecular dynamics simulations to compare the response of SiC and ZrC to low
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energy irradiation. It was proposed that the discrepancy in the resistance to antisite
formation between SiC and ZrC contributes to the difference in the irradiation response
of the two ceramics. Zheng et al.[58] used density functional theory methods to
investigate the migration of point defects, recombination of Frenkel pairs (FPs), and
resistance to amorphization in ZrC. They found that interstitials have lower migration
energy than vacancies, and C defects have higher diffusivity than Zr defects.
Additionally, the recombination barrier of C FPs is significantly reduced in the presence
of carbon vacancies and the Zr FP recombination has a low barrier. The amorphization
process of SiC and ZrC was studied by Jiang et al.[59] by adding C Frenkel pairs into
both systems. They found that SiC readily amorphized with the addition of defects in the
carbon lattice but ZrC did not amorphized. This difference was explained in terms of the
intrinsic mechanical instability of the Si sublattice compared with the intrinsic stability of
the Zr lattice. Jiang also reported that regardless of the number of C Frenkel pairs added,
the point defects did not accumulate to enough energy to destabilize the crystalline ZrC.
This behavior suggests that athermal annealing processes are accessible in ZrC with high
concentrations of point defects. Classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were
also used by Brutzel et al. [50] to study the primary damage created by collisional
cascade in ZrC. No amorphization was observed in the cascades, and the point defects
created included C and Zr interstitials, a few Zr antisites, and clusters of two kinds of
interstitials.
In summary, the literature review on irradiated ZrCx ceramics shows that ZrCx is
not amorphized by ion and neutron irradiations at temperatures between -253 and 900 ºC.
These experimental observations confirm the superior radiation resistance of ZrCx
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compared with conventional ceramics such as SiC. The high radiation amorphization
resistance of ZrCx ceramics has been also confirmed by ab-initio computational studies.
Additionally, no evidence of void formation has been reported in neutron and ion
irradiated ZrCx up to doses of 70 dpa and 800 ºC, suggesting that vacancies are sessile
below 800 ºC. TEM analysis of ZrCx irradiated with light and heavy ions at different
temperatures shows that the density of radiation-induced defects decreases with
temperature, indicating that some degree of radiation defect annealing and/or recovery
occurs at higher temperatures. Collectively, these observations indicate that temperatures
between 25 and 800 ºC in ZrCx correspond to temperatures above stage I (onset for
interstitial motion) and below recovery stage III (on-set temperature for vacancy motion).
This temperature regime is also known as the “point defect swelling” regime and is
characterized by the accumulation of radiation damage until saturation is reached at doses
between 0.1 and 1 dpa. The damage saturation is due to the high concentration of
immobile vacancies that serve as recombination centers for the migrating
interstitials [12].
2.4.2. Chemical Compatibility with Coolant. In advanced high temperature
gas-cooled reactors, helium gas will be used as a primary coolant. Under normal
operation conditions, the helium gas will inevitably contains part per million (ppm) levels
of impurities such as CO, CO2, H2, H2O, O2, and CH4, which arise mainly from inleakage of O2, N2 and water vapor from seals and welds, and degassing from reactor
materials. Depending on the level of impurity concentration, temperature, and material
composition, the impurities can react with in-core structural components resulting in a
variety of corrosion reactions. Given the high chemical affinity of ZrCx towards oxygen
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and water vapor impurities, it is possible that in-service oxidation of ZrCx components
occurs under normal operation in advanced high temperature gas-cooled reactors. While
the oxidation of ZrCx has been extensively studied in non-nuclear contexts, issues that are
unique to the reactor environment are the effects of radiation on the oxidation of ZrCx. To
the best of our knowledge, no previous studies have investigated the oxidation of ZrCx
under prototypical operation conditions of high temperature gas-cooled reactors.
Consequently, new experiments need to be conducted to achieve a comprehensive
understanding of the in-service oxidation mechanisms of ZrCx and its impact on the
material performance. A detailed knowledge of the oxidation mechanism and rates of
microstructure degradation is also important to estimate the lifetime of the components
and define mitigation strategies.
2.4.3. Air Ingress Accident. An air ingress-accident is one of the design basis
accidents (DBA) of high temperature gas-cooled reactors [60]. This accident is initiated
by a break in the hot duct of the reactor core vessel and can lead to an initial loss of the
primary helium coolant by depressurization. Following the depressurization process, the
air-helium mixture in the reactor cavity could enter the reactor core producing oxidation
of the core components. The air ingress event can last for hours or days, depending on the
severity of the accident, and cause the reactor core to become immersed in air atmosphere
at temperatures around 1600 ºC [61].
A literature survey on the oxidation behavior of ZrCx indicates that it is
vulnerable to oxidation and the rate of this process depending on temperature, porosity,
partial pressure of oxidative and reductive gas species, carbon content, and
impurities [95], [96], [97], [98]. Although it is well established that oxidation does not
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affect ZrCx at room temperature, complete spalling can occur due to oxidation at elevated
temperatures (T > ∼870 K), especially in high oxygen partial pressure environments
(∼130 kPa) [94], [97], [98]. However, at temperatures exceeding ∼1500 K with sufficient
oxygen partial pressures, ZrC is known to passivate and the produced zirconia undergoes
limited yet considerable sintering contributing to improved structural integrity in certain
conditions [96]. The mechanisms of oxidation of ZrC at temperatures above 470 ºC is
explained with the following steps:
•

The formation of ZrOxCy, which proceeds to form amorphous ZrO2 and C

upon oxygen saturation. The formation of oxycarbide is well expected as oxygen is
known to dissolve in ZrCx [62]. The rate of oxycarbide formation is controlled by the
phase boundary reaction, especially with oxygen partial pressure ∼100 kPa [63], [64]. At
temperatures below 600 ºC, with low oxygen partial pressures (<50 kPa), the literature
supplies evidence of the presence of zirconia and free carbon in the scales [65], [66]. The
overall reaction is summarized by [65].
1

ZrC + 2 (1 − x)O2 → ZrCx O1−x + (1 − x)C
1

ZrCx O1−x + 2 (1 + 3x)O2 → ZrO2 + (x)CO2
•

As the temperature increases (>600 ºC), cubic zirconia begins to nucleate

from the amorphous zirconia and the crystals start to grow. The stabilization of the cZrO2 polymorph occurs via substitution of O2- with C3-ions creating oxygen vacancies.
•

Oxygen then diffuses through this oxide layer to the free carbon producing

(4)
(5)
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CO2 with diffuses out via existing pores or cracks, leaving behind pores in the zirconia
layer, which with very little carbon left to stabilize transform to monoclinic zirconia (mZrO2), along with small amounts of tetragonal polymorph (t-ZrO2).
•

With further increase in the temperature beyond 800 ºC, the stress exerted by

the growth of m-zirconia at the grain boundaries and the pressure exerted by the
increased CO2 gas initiates inter-crystalline fracture in an already porous layer [67]. In
the range of temperature between 800 and 1100 ºC, the oxidation behavior of ZrC is quite
complex as summarized schematically in Fig 2.5. The oxide formed by oxidation at
below 900 ºC strongly adhere to the carbide core and is comprised of m‐ and t/c‐ZrO2
[68]. On the contrary, the oxide scale formed at temperature above 1100 ºC shows a gap
between ZrC and ZrO2−x and the oxide was voluminous and made of m‐ZrO2. The
voluminous and heavily cracked structure of the oxide at 1100 ºC demonstrates its
nonpassivating nature at this temperature range.
•

With temperatures above 1200 ºC, the porous zirconia scale (mostly m-ZrO2)

starts to sinter and densify, acting as a barrier for the diffusing oxygen atoms [67]. Then
the CO2 partial pressure assumes control of oxidation rate as the gas starts to effuse out of
the shrinking pores. With most of the paths for oxygen to reach the ZrC substrate blocked
by CO2 and densification of the scale, oxidation turns passive as long as the zirconia scale
remains intact. The sintering process also ensures structural stability of the ZrC coating
and prevents it from spalling, with considerable reduction in inter-crystalline
stresses [67], [69].
Despite the numerous studies on the oxidation behavior of ZrCx [70],[71], [72], a
clear understanding of this process has not been achieved yet. due to the large numbers
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of variables that affect it, such as chemical composition of the initial material (C/Zr
stoichiometry), porosity, or grain size [20], [73]. Additionally, most of studies published
until now have only investigated the out-of-pile oxidation of ZrC at temperatures relevant
to reactor operation. Thus, these studies suffer from major limitations as they do not
consider the radiation effects that occur in nuclear reactors. Radiation can affect the
oxidation behavior of ZrCx in a number of ways. For example, the interaction between
ionizing radiation and coolant impurities can produce a variety oxidizing species that
could accelerate the oxidation through an increase in oxidation potential. Likewise, the
oxidation rate can be affected by the properties of the oxide layer formed during
exposure, including oxide morphology, oxide phase, stress, etc. In the oxide, the
displacement of ions from their lattice sites by radiation could lead to enhanced point
defect concentrations, enhanced diffusion, which would lead to accelerated oxidation.
These mechanisms need to be understood in order to predict the oxidation performance of
ZrC in nuclear environments.

Figure 2.5. Stages of the oxidation of hot‐pressed (H.P.) specimens of ZrC at 800
and 900 ºC in atmospheric air. Taken from [68].
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2.4.4. Other Degradation Mechanisms. There are other degradation mechanisms
that are important for the implementation of ZrCx in nuclear reactors such as the chemical
interaction with fission products. This topic is beyond the scope of this thesis and will not
be further elaborated. An extensive review on retention of fission products in ZrC-based
fuels have been recently published by Katoh et al. [20].
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ABSTRACT

The microstructural evolution was characterized for ZrC ceramics irradiated with
10 MeV Au3+ ions at 800 ºC. Post-irradiation examination showed that ZrC did not
amorphize at doses up to 30 displacement per atoms (dpa). Concurrent oxidation of ZrC
was found to occur during ion irradiation. Coarsening of the defective microstructure, as a
function of dose, was revealed by transmission electron microscopy analysis. Black dot
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defects were observed at low doses (0.5 dpa), and tangled dislocation networks were
formed at 5 dpa and above. Diffraction analysis showed a change in the defect structure
occurred at doses close to ~2.5 dpa. The evolution of lattice parameter with dose indicated
that uptake of adventitious oxygen could occur in specimens irradiated at high doses.
Raman spectroscopy analysis indicated an increase in non-stochiometry after irradiaton.
This work identified specific relationships between dose and microstructure after
irradiation, revealing the mechanisms of damage production in ZrCx ceramics.
Keywords: Ion Irradiation, ZrCx, XRD, TEM, Raman
* Corresponding author
Email: grahamjose@mst.edu

1. INTRODUCTION

Zirconium Carbide (ZrCx) is a ceramic material that exhibits high melting
temperature and Vickers hardness [1], excellent high-temperature thermal and
mechanical properties [2], adequate corrosion resistance to fission products [3], [4], and
low neutron absorption cross section[1], [5]. This unusual combination of properties
makes ZrC an attractive candidate for a variety of elevated-temperature nuclear
applications, including fuel cladding and inert fuel matrix materials for Gen-IV gascooled reactors [6], [7], structural components in fusion reactors [8], and as a coating in
Trisostructural-Isotropic (TRISO) fuel particles [9-12]. In these applications, ZrCx would
be exposed to neutron and ion irradiations [13],[14]. As a result, atomic defects, lattice
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disorder, and other radiation-induced microstructural modifications are expected to occur
due the substantial amount of energy deposited in the target material under irradiation.
The formation and distribution of radiation-induced defects can significantly affect the
mechanical, thermophysical, and chemical properties of ZrCx after irradiation [15-17].
Consequently, successful implementation of ZrC x in nuclear systems requires
investigation of its radiation response mechanisms and the concomitant radiation
effects on the properties.
During the last three decades, a great number of experimental [18-22] and
theoretical investigations [23-26] have been dedicated to understanding the fundamental
processes that govern the radiation response of ZrCx. The majority of studies to date have
focused on characterizing the radiation damage produced by nuclear elastic interactions
(i.e. ballistic damage), which is most relevant to the operational performance of ZrCx
subject to neutron fluxes in nuclear reactors [27].To this end, intermediate-energy heavy
ions and protons from ion accelerator facilities have been widely used to emulate ballistic
damage under well-controlled irradiation conditions and high displacement doses [28].
Ballistic collisions displace atoms from their equilibrium positions, initiating a series of
structural changes within the target material, which are dependent on the rate of
production, annihilation, and agglomeration of the radiation-induced point defects at a
given temperature [29]. Using this approach, systematic studies have been conducted for
ion irradiation of ZrCx at multiple irradiation conditions over the temperature range of
20-1073 K [30-32]. The ion irradiated microstructures have been characterized with a
number of techniques including transmission electron microscopy (TEM) , X-ray
diffraction (XRD), ion channeling Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS/c), and
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Raman spectroscopy. No amorphization has been observed in any of the above studies,
demostrating the superior structural stability and radiation tolerance of ZrCx over the
temperature range investigated.
Previous studies suggested that within the operational temperature range of high
temperature nuclear reactors (600-1100o C), the radiation response of ZrCx is driven by
interstitial clustering [33]. Due to the high melting point of ZrC (Tm=3420 oC [34]),
vacancy mobility is not expected when Tirr<0.3Tm. In contrast, interstial atoms are highly
mobile even at RT and immediately tend to cluster to form dislocation loops under far
from equilibrium conditions [26]. These observations have been validated experimentally
by TEM anlaysis, through which “black dot” defects and dislocation loops have been
observed as the primary type of defects in irradiated ZrCx [13], [31], [32], [35]. The
clustering of interstitials in irradiated ZrCx has also been reproduced numerically using
DFT-informed Cluster Dynamic simulations [33]. In the low homologous temperature
regime, where interstials are mobile and vacancies are sessile, two competing process
occur simultaneously: dislocation loop nucleation and interstitial capture by dislocation
loops. Initially at lower doses (~ <1 dpa), the rate of nucleation of interstitial clusters
outpaces the rate of loop growth because the density of dislocation loops is low. When
increasing the irradiation dose, new interstital clusters are more likely to coalesce with
each other to form dislocation loops. These loops will continue to grow in size and
density until a critical dose is reached. At this point, the rate of dislocation loop
nucleation is reduced because the defect clusters generated by irradiation are more likely
to coalesce with the already nucleated dislocation loops. Consequently, irradiation
beyond this threshold dose will produce coarsening of dislocation loops that are already
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formed. As dislocation loops grow, each will become an increasingly larger sink for
defects, so the nucleation rate of loops should continue to drop until saturation is reached.
As a result, a saturation in the density of dislocations is also expected with the increase in
the irradiation dose.
Although a coarse understanding of the radiation response of ZrCx can be drawn
from the existing literature, more studies are needed to complement the previously
reported experimental data and provide a comprehensive understanding of the
performance of ZrCx within the typical temperature (600-1100o C) and dose range (0.5-50
dpa) of high temperature nuclear reactors (HTRs) [36]. In this regard, only a limited
number of studies have been conducted on high-temperature ion irradiation of ZrC at
high doses. Moreover, knowledge of the radiation response of ZrCx ceramics at different
length scales is still scarce. This information is particularly relevant for future fission
Gen-IV reactors and fusion reactors which require materials to reliably operate at higher
temperatures and/or radiation damage levels than those of existing commercial power
reactors [37].
The purpose of the present study was to investigate the microstructural evolution
of heavy ion irradiated ZrCx at dose and temperature conditions relevant to the operation
of high temperature nuclear reactors.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND METHODS

2.1. SAMPLE PREPARATION
ZrC billets were prepared by the hot pressing commercial ZrC powder (Alfa
Aesar, Reactor Grade, USA), which had a reported purity of 99.5 wt%, (impurities
(wt.%): Al 0.01, Hf <0.003, Ti 0.009, Cd 0.0002, Cr 0.0003, Mg 0.0006 , Pb 0.002). The
billets were hot pressed in a graphite die (diameter=25 mm) using cylindrical graphite
spacers (thickness=10 mm). The inner walls of the die and the faces of the spacers were
lined with a BN-sprayed graphitized foil to prevent a reaction between the powder
compact and the graphite die. ZrC powder was loaded into the die and cold-compacted
using a uniaxial press with an applied pressure of 4 MPa. The die was then placed into a
resistively-heated graphite hot press (Model HP20-3060, Thermal Technology Inc., Santa
Rosa, CA). Once loaded into the hot press, the chamber was evacuated and backfilled
with argon three times. Billets were hot-pressed at 2200oC and 32 MPa for 2 hours to
promote full densification. A heating rate of 200C/min was used.
The density of the hot-pressed billets was measured by Archimedes’ method
using distilled water as the immersing medium, according to ASTM C73 [38]. The
relative density was calculated by dividing the Archimedes’ density by the estimated
theoretical density of ZrC.
Following densification, specimens for microscopy and ion irradiations were cut
parallel to the hot-pressing direction of the billet with a slow-speed diamond saw and
then ground and polished to mirror-finish. The metallographic preparation was carried
out by grinding the specimens with 100, 320, 600, and 1200 grit SiC pads and water
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lubricant. Felt pads and water-based diamond slurry suspensions were used for abrasive
sizes from 3 µm to 0.025 µm. After polishing, the specimens were ultrasonically cleaned
with ethanol for 15 minutes at room temperature.

2.2. ION IRRADIATION
A rectangular ZrC polished section (13 x 8 mm) was irradiated in the Ion Beam
Materials Laboratory (IBML UT-ORNL) at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville [39]
with 10 MeV Au3+ ions at 800o C using a 3.0 MV tandem accelerator. Five different
regions of the ZrC specimen (3x3 mm each) were irradiated to doses of 0.5, 2.5, 5, 10 and
15 dpa. The total sample area was thus comprised of the five non-overlapping irradiated
regions and one unirradiated control region. An additional ZrC polished section was also
irradiated to a dose of 30 dpa at the same temperature. Adjustable beam slits were used to
define the irradiation areas. The ion beam was defocused and rastered in the horizontal
and vertical directions with the aim of producing a region that was homogeneously
irradiated. Beam homogeneity was verified by ion-induced luminescence from quartz
targets and was found to be within 10% throughout the irradiated area [40]. The flux was
set at 1.0 ×1012 cm-2 s-1 for all fluences. Low beam current densities in the range of 5 nA
mm-2 were used to reduce any undesired effect and charge accumulation on the samples
[41]. The vacuum chamber pressure was observed to be below 5 ×10−8 torr prior to the
sample heating process. During sample heating, the chamber pressure initially rose before
decreasing to a range of 3-5 x10−7 torr during irradiation. The maximum outgassing of
the specimen was observed around 170o C with vacuum pressure levels of 7.8 x 10-6 torr.
The Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter binary collision approximation (BCA) code
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2013 version (SRIM-2013) [42] was used to estimate the displacement damage depth
profile. Cascades were performed in quick-cascade mode (simple Kinchin and Pease
model), assuming a target density of 6.71 g/cm3 and threshold displacement energies of
37 eV for Zr and 16 eV for C. To compare ion and neutron irradiation results, the use of
the quick Kinchin–Pease option in SRIM to compute radiation damage exposure has been
recommended [43] within the nuclear community and has been widely used in previous
studies of ion-irradiated ZrC [35], [18], [19]. The damage profile estimated from SRIM is
determined by the sum of the predicted vacancy concentrations (using 'Knock-Ons' from
Au ions and 'Vacancies' from target elements of Zr and C), together with the replacement
collisions [44]. Assuming a bulk ZrC sample, the predicted damage profile in
displacements per atom (dpa), and the implanted Au ion profile, are shown in Figure 1.
The peak dose under 10 MeV Au irradiation is located around 1000 nm. The conversion
factor from ion fluence (1014 cm−2) to local dose in the ZrC foil under quick simulation
was 0.8343 dpa. The steady state temperature of the sample surface was measured via a
K-type (chromel-alumel) thermocouple (TC). The TC was attached to the sample surface
by molybdenum spring-loaded clips. Samples mounted on the high temperature stage
were conductively heated from the platen. The rear of the platen was radiatively heated
using a resistively heated tungsten filament (ERH series heater and EPS-500 power
supply, Thermionics Northwest, Inc.). High performance silver paste was used to
improve the thermal contact between the bottom surface of the sample and the platen.
More details on the experimental apparatus are provided elsewhere [39],[41]. Irradiations
were performed with Au ions because of their relatively inert nature and large nuclear
stopping cross section, which produces a high damage rate per incident ion and
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minimizes artifacts induced by the injected ions. It is worth noting that a 10 MeV energy
beam was chosen to obtain a relatively flat profile to a depth of 1 µm without appreciable
effects of implanted Au ions (Figure 1). Moreover, intermediate energy heavy ion
irradiations produce a displacement cascade density and morphology more similar to
fission neutrons than light ion irradiation, which produce a more space sub-scale
morphology [45]. The temperature and range of doses were selected with the goal of
studying radiation damage mechanisms and their effects on microstructural evolution and
physical property changes in Gen-IV high temperature gas-cooled reactors [37] .

2.3. MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION
In this section, the different experimental techniques and methods that were used
for material characterization of the specimens are described.
2.3.1. Grazing Incidence X-Ray Diffraction (GIXRD). Grazing incidence X-ray
diffraction measurements were performed to evaluate structural modifications in the near
surface region following high temperature ion irradiations. GIXRD profiles were
collected on a PANanlytical X’Pert Pro Multipurpose Diffractometer (MPD) fitted with a
Cu X-ray tube and an X’Celerator detector. Diffraction patterns were acquired in grazing
incidence geometry over the 2θ range 25-900 with a step size of 0.030 and counting time
of 0.5 s at each step. The scans were recorded at several incident angles between 0.5 and
50 in order to probe microstructural changes at different depths from 0.6 to 1.5 µm
(Figure 2). X-ray tube operation conditions were 40 kV and 40 mA. The lattice parameter
was refined by Rietveld analysis in the full matching pattern mode with the Fullprof suite
software [46].
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2.3.2. Line Profile Analysis. The values for the size of coherent diffracting
domains and microstrains were determined using Williamson-Hall analysis. Peaks
obtained from only Cu kα1 radiation were analyzed after stripping Cu kα2 peaks using the
classical Rachinger’s method [47]. Instrumental broadening was described using a
Caglioti polynomial expression obtained by line profile fitting of LaB6 standard powder
(SRM 660a) over the 2θ range investigated. The instrumental integral broadening, thus
defined, was subsequently subtracted from the measured integral breadth of the samples
to obtain the structural line broadening 𝛽.
The coherent diffracting domain sizes (𝐷𝑣 ) and microstrains (𝜀) were obtained
from the ordinate intercepts and the slopes, respectively, of straight lines in the
Williamson–Hall plots, according to the following equation:
𝛽 cos(𝜃) =

𝜆
𝐷𝑣

+ 4𝜀 sin(𝜃)

(1)

where 𝛽 is structural line broadening of the reflection, 2𝜃 is the peak position angle, and
𝜆 is the monochromatic x-ray wavelength.

2.4. ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
Surface morphology and composition were examined for both pristine and
irradiated materials by focused ion beam (FIB)-scanning electron microscopy (FIB SEM,
SciosTM DualBeamTM, FEI, Hillsboro, Oregon) coupled with energy dispersive
spectroscopy (EDS; Oxford Instrument Avignon UK). TEM specimens were also
prepared using the focused-ion-beam (FIB) lift-out technique. Before milling, a 2 µm
thick Pt layer was deposited on the top surface of the specimen to protect it from ion
beam-induced damage and unwanted surface milling during the FIB preparation. The
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trenching on both sides was performed at an ion beam voltage of 30 kV with a beam
current of a few nanoamps. After lift-out, thinning of the lamella was first conducted
with a beam current of hundreds of picoamps at 30 kV at  5 on both sides using
cleaning cross-section mode until the lamella was ~1 m thick. Voltages and currents
were gradually reduced, and the milling angles decreased, as the lamella got thinner.
To complete the preparation, gentle polishing with Ga+ ions (5 keV and 48 pA) at  7 in
regular rectangular mode was used to reduce damage and artifacts of ion implantation
caused by higher energy Ga bombardment. Microstructure characterization was
performed using a 300 kV Tecnai F30 Supertwin transmission electron microscope
(TEM). Bright field (BF) images were acquired under a 𝑔 = 𝟐𝟐𝟎 two beam condition
with the deviation vector s being slightly positive.

2.5. RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY
Raman measurements were collected using a HORIBA Jobin Yvon LabRAM
ARAMIS microRaman spectrometer (Horiba, Edison, NJ). The specimens were excited
by a 632 nm He/Ne laser focused to a spot 2-3 µm in size on the sample using a 50x
microscope objective lens. Raman spectra were acquired in the backscattering geometry.
The laser power was below 2 mW to prevent local heating of the sample. Five spectra
were taken from each specimen, with all measurements conducted at room temperature.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. CONTROL SPECIMEN
The relative density of the as-sintered billet was approximately 93%. Figure 3a
shows survey GIXRD patterns, obtained at ω values of 0.5, 1, 1.5, 3 and 5o, from the
unirradiated ZrC sample after annealing for 5h at 800oC in the ion beam line vacuum
chamber. The XRD profiles show the expected FFC peaks for ZrC from the (111), (002),
(022), (113), (222), and (004) planes corresponding to 2θ values of 32.98, 38.27, 55.26,
65.90, 69.23, and 82.03o, respectively. In addition, the patterns exhibited a low intensity
peak at 2θ=30.11o, that was attributed to the presence of ZrO2. This peak could not be
indexed unequivocally because the monoclinic, tetragonal and cubic forms of ZrO2 all
have peaks close to 2θ=30o; making them undistiguahable from each other using just this
single peak. However, the unirradiated ZrC specimens appear to contain some ZrO2 in the
near surface region, after annealing, that was not detected in the as-processed materials.
Figure 3b shows a magnified view of the most intense (111) ZrC diffraction peak.
Increasing the incident angle (i.e., increasing the x-ray penetration depth into the
specimen) led to increased peak intensity and a reduction of the peak breadth. Similar
behavior was also observed for the other ZrC peaks. Concurrent reduction in peak
breadth and increased peak intensity with increasing incident angle are indicative of
hererogenous microstrain near the surface [48]. The average microstrain values as a
function of the incident angle were determined using Williamson-Hall analysis
(Figure 4a). The unirradiated sample exhibited a microstrain of ε=0.26 ± 0.02% at the
lowest incidence angle (ω=0.5o). The microstrain decreased at a larger penetration depth
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probed using ω=1, 1.5, 3 and 5o, suggesting that the region of highest strain is localized
within the first 20 nm of depth from the top surface. The main sources of microstrain
could be the difference in the molar volume and thermal expansion coefficient between
the major phase, ZrC, and the minor phase of ZrO2 that was detected; although some
residual microstrain could have been introduced during polishing steps used to prepare
the surfaces that were irradiated.
The formation of the oxide phase near the surface of the annealed ZrC was
confirmed by SEM observations (Figure 5). Annealing produced discrete nanosized
nodules distributed across the surface of annealed specimen that were not present in the
original polished surface. The nanoprecipitates ranged in sizes between 20 and 100 nm.
Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) analysis indicated that Zr, C and O were the major
constituents on the top surface area of the annealed sample This suggests that the
nanoprecipitate nodules observed in the SEM images correspond to the nuclei of the
oxide phase detected by GIXRD measurements. Some precipitate-free zones were
observed near the grain boundaries of the substrate, which were also revealed due to
thermal etching during annealing.
Further analysis of the (111) ZrC reflection (Figure 3b) revealed that the location
of the diffraction maxima shifted to higher 2θ angles as ω decreased. This suggests that
the lattice parameter of ZrC was lower near the surface (Figure 4b), which could arise
from dissolution of adventitious oxygen into the ZrC lattice during annealing. Oxygen
uptake result, which is sometimes described as the formation of an oxycarbide (ZrCxOy)
compound, does not change the structure of ZrC, but decreases the lattice parameter [49].
The contraction of the unit cell results from the strengthening of the metal-non-metal
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bonds upon incorporation of oxygen into vacant sites in the unit cell [50]. This agrees
with the previous work by Gendre, who showed the lattice size of ZrC decreased with
oxygen content up to a stoichiometry of around ZrC0.79O0.13 [51].

3.2. IRRADIATED SPECIMENS
Next, the results of the GIXD, TEM and Raman spectroscppy analyses for the
ion-irradiated samples are presented.
3.2.1. GIXRD and TEM Analysis. Figure 6a shows representative GIXRD
patterns of ZrC samples after irradiation with 10 MeV Au3+ at 800oC. The diffraction
patterns were acquired at ω=1.5o to probe a suitable artifact-free midrange region of the
implantation profile (see Figure 2). Similar to the control specimen, the main peaks
indexed to ZrC, and low intensity ZrO2 peaks were observed at 2θ=30.11o for the
irradiated specimens. Upon irradiation, three major changes were observed in the XRD
patterns: shifts of the diffraction maxima, peak broadening, and reduction in the
intensities. No evidence of amorphization was observed in any of the samples irradiated
at 800oC, confirming the outstanding stability of ZrC under irradiation. Similar results
have been previously reported in neutron and ion irradiation experiments of ZrC at both
room temperature and high temperature [30], [31], [32]. The most obvious effects of
increasing the irradiation dose are a decrease in ZrC peak intensity and an increase in
peak broadening. These changes occur due to the microstructural distortions and
heterogeneous microstrain associated with the formation of radiation-induced defects. In
this regard, the defects present in the irradiated materials distort the long range symmetry
of the ideal rock-salt crystal structure, resulting in a partial loss of the coherent scattering
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and the concomitant decrease in peak intensity. On the other hand, the increased peak
broadening can also be ascribed to the accumulation of heterogeneous microstrain and/or
the reduction of the coherent scattering domain size.
Williamson-Hall analysis was applied to irradiated samples. W-H plots for the
irradited samples are shown in Figure 7(a). With the exception of the specimen irradiated
to 2.5 dpa (Figure 7b), no anisotropic peak broadening was observed along any specific
crystallographic direction in the diffraction pattern of the irradiated samples. The strong
peak broadening anisotropy at 2.5 dpa was accompanied by an increased diffuse
scattering and a signifcant reduction of the peak intensity. These concurrent changes are
indicative of an increased atomic disorder, which could be due to point defects and
dislocation loops. The scattering of X rays from point defects and clusters contribute to
diffuse scattering very close to the Bragg peak, which is known as Huang scattering [52].
This type of scattering can be evaluated to analyze the defects in the irradiated sample;
however, the GIXRD measurements in this study were conducted at room temperature
and the Huang scattering near the Bragg region is superimposed by thermal diffusion
scattering, making its evaluation difficult. Since the W-H analysis for the sample
irradiated to 2.5 dpa was confounded by these other effects, this specimen was not
considered in the subsequent line-broadening analysis. The W-H plots indicated that
grain size did not change significantly, but strain increased with increasing dose. This
indicates that the XRD peak broadening is primarily due to strain, rather than a reduction
in grain size. The average microstrain values for the irradiated samples obtained are
shown in Figure 8(a). It is noted that the average microstrain increased with the
irradiation dose and then saturated at doses above 5 dpa with 𝜀𝑠𝑎𝑡 ~2.2 × 10−3 .
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Saturation of the dislocation density at high doses could explain the microstrain
trend observed in this work. At low doses (0.5 dpa), the radiation-induced interstitial
clusters have sizes in the order of a few nanometer (< 5 nm) and their density is low.
Therefore, the microstrain value observed at 0.5 dpa is also low (~1.2 × 10−3 ). Figure 9a
shows an on-zone axis bright field TEM micrograph of the sample irradiated at 0.5 dpa.
The image reveals the presence of “black dot” defects, which are likely to be small
interstitial clusters formed by the ion irradiation. No dislocation loops, with or without
double arc-contrast, are observed in the micrograph. Similar results have been obtained in
previous TEM work of ion irradiated ZrC at low doses and high temperatures [30], [35].
On the other hand, at doses higher than 5 dpa, it can be hypothesized that ZrC has already
reached the saturation point in the coarsening-dominant regime. In other words, the rate
of dislocation loop nucleation has dropped to a steady state value ,and therefore the
radiation-induced dislocation structure does not undergo further coarsening. This
hypothesis is consistent with the previous in-situ TEM study by Ulmer et al. [35], which
noted that the microstructure of ZrC, irradiated with 1MeV Kr ions at 800oC, continued
to coarsen until doses of 5.1–7.7 dpa. Beyond this dose, a tangled dislocation network
formed, and little change was observed in the irradiated microstructure. In this work,
“cellular-like” dislocation networks were also observed in bright-field (BF) images of the
irradiated microstructure at doses above 5 dpa (Figure 9b and c). This suggests that at
high doses (>5 dpa), a balance was reached between irradiated-induced damage buildup
and dynamic annealing of defects at 800oC.
Figure 8b shows the evolution of the ZrC lattice parameter as a function of the
dose obtained by refinement of the peak shifts in the XRD patterns. Interestingly, the
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evolution of the unit cell parameter in this study is not consistent with a single impact
mechanism for damage accumulation. This result differs from previous observations by
Gosset et al. [53], who reported a saturation of the cell parameter evolution for ZrC
irradiated with 4 MeV Au ions at room temperature. In the present study, the unit cell
parameter of ZrC exhibited a complex, non-monotonic behavior as a function of dose.
Initially, the unit cell parameter increased until reaching a dose of 2.5 dpa. Then, above
this critical dose, the lattice parameter decreased. The recovery of the unit cell parameter
is consistent with a two-step damage accumulation process, which has been previously
observed in single crystal ZrC and other non-amorphizable ceramics under irradiation in
the nuclear energy loss regime [54], [55] . According to this mechanism, a build-up of
elastic strain is observed at the early stages of the damage process due to the production
and clustering of Frenkel Pair (FP) defects. The accumulation of FPs leads rapidly to the
formation of dislocation loops that continue to grow in size as the dose level is increased.
Eventually, at the thresold dose, the dislocation loops come into contact with each other
and form an entangled dislocation network. This transformation in the defect structure is
accompanied by an elastic strain relaxation due to the plastic deformation associated with
the production of extended defects. According to Pellegrino et al [33], the critical fluence
for this transition is about 5×1018 ions/m2 (~2.2 dpa) for Au ions in ZrC. This value is
close to the transition dose for unit cell parameter recovery that is observed in this work.
However, another explanation will be required to account for the reduction of the unit
lattice parameter at higher doses, where the structure of the dislocation network is no
longer coarsening.
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One possible explanation for the decrease of the lattice parameter at high doses
could be the uptake of adventitious oxygen during the irradiation process. As mentioned
above, the incorporation of oxygen into the crystaline structure of ZrC is accompanied by
a contraction of the unit cell parameter. Zirconium carbide is well known for its high
chemical sensititivity to oxygen impurities. Although the ion irradiations in this study
were conducted in high vacuum conditions (<10-6 Pa), some residual oxygen and other
hydrocarbon impurities are present in the irradiation chamber [56]. These impurities
could oxidize target materials that are oxygen-sensitive during ion irradiation studies.
ZrC has been reported to be subject to radiation-enhanced or radiation-induced oxidation
at room temperature, even under vacuum (on the order of 10-6 Pa) [53]. Oxygen
enrichment has also been observed in ZrC implanted with argon and xenon ions [57],
[58]. In the present work, the formation of ZrO2 phases in the irradiated samples was
supported by GIXRD measurements at low incident angles. Based on these findings, it is
possible that the diffusion of oxygen atoms may be enhaced during the high temperature
irradiation of ZrC. Radiation enhanced diffusion (RED) is assisted by a linear
superposition of different possible diffusion paths, such as monovacancies, divacancies,
and dislocation lines, among others. These diffusion pathways can facilitate the ingress of
oxygen atoms into the implantation layer, producing an oxycarbide compound that is
isostructural with ZrC. Gosset et al. [18] investigated the influence of oxygen content on
the radiation response of ZrC. They found that ZrC and ZrOxCy compounds follow the
same type of microstructural evolution under radiation conditions, with oxycarbides
showing a delay in the saturation fluence with respect to carbides. At high doses, such as
those used in this study, entangled dislocation networks and vacancies may favor the
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dissolution of oxygen into ZrC. However, the exact mechanism of oxygen uptake under
irradiation conditions remains to be elucidated in future work.
3.2.2. Raman Spectroscopy. Figure 10 shows the Raman spectra of the control
and irradiated samples. The spectra exhibit four predominant Raman bands centered
around 200, 275, 515, and 600 cm-1. These spectra are very similar to those obtained in
single crystals of ZrC with sub-stoichiometric compositions [59], [60]. The first-order
Raman spectrum in ZrC1-x has been attributed to the presence of carbon vacancies that
destroy the local inversion symmetry of the ideal NaCl rock-salt structure, enabling
defect-induced Raman scattering to be observed. The vacancy-induced first-order Raman
spectrum resembles the phonon density of states (DOS) in ZrC. The low frequency
Raman peaks (transverse acoustic ~204 cm-1 and longitudinal ~275 cm-1) are produced by
acoustic phonons, while the high frequency peaks (transverse optic ~515 cm-1 and
longitudinal optic ~600 cm-1) are due to optical phonons.
A comparison of the unirradiated and as-irradiated spectra shows that the Raman
peaks associated with vacancy defects became more intense and broader when increasing
the radiation dose. Similar radiation-induced changes have been previously observed in
Raman studies of ion irradiated ZrC [60],[61].These variations of the peak properties
have been ascribed to the increasing number of carbon vacancies generated by
irradiation. Heavy ion irradiation of ZrC results in the formation of point defects that
distort the local structure of the material causing the appearance of the defect-induced
Raman scattering as described above. Previous ab initio calculations have shown that
carbon-related defects (Vc and Cis) have lower defect formation energy than other types
of point defects in ZrCx [62], [23]. Consequently, extended non-stoichiometric regions
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with a high concentration of carbon vacancies are expected to occur under irradiation
conditions. For this reason, it is not surprising that a direct correlation exists between the
irradiation dose and the concentration of carbon vacancies, as indicated qualitatively by
the changes in the Raman spectra for the irradiated samples. Besides these variations in
vacancy-induced Raman bands, no new peaks are observed in the Raman spectrum of the
irradiated samples. The similarity between the spectra for the irradiated and unirradiated
specimens is indicative of the high microstructural stability of ZrCx under irradiation
conditions. This result is consistent with numerous computational and experimental
studies which have shown the excellent radiation amorphization resistance of ZrCx, [1],
[13], [18], [24], [26], [33], [35], [53].

4. CONCLUSIONS

The microstrutural evolution was examined for ZrCx irradiated with 10 MeV Au3+
ions at 800oC. No amorphization was observed in any of the irradiated samples,
confirming the superior radiation stability of ZrC. Oxidation of the near surface area of
the control and irradiated specimens was detected by GIXRD. Nanosized, discrete ZrO2
nodules were observed to grow over the surface. BFTEM micrographs revealed that
“black dot” defects were formed after irradiation to ~0.5 dpa. A further dose increase to 5
dpa produced coarsening of the microstructure and formation of tangled dislocation
networks. Beyond this dose, little change was observed in the irradiated microstructure,
which suggested that a balance had been reached between irradiation damage buildup and
dynamic annealing of defects. The dose dependence of the lattice parameter, and
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microstrain, indicated that the defect structure changed at doses close to ~2.5 dpa. This
change could be ascribed to the coalescence of dislocation loops to form tangled
dislocation networks. Additionally, the evolution of the unit cell also showed that oxygen
uptake could occur in samples irradiated to high doses. The oxygen uptake at high doses
might be assisted by radiation-enhanced diffusion processes and by the changing
microstructure (i.e. pipe diffusion at high doses). Finally, Raman spectroscopy analysis
showed an increase in ZrCx non-stochiometry after irradiaton. This is due to an increase
in carbon vacancies produced by the irradiation.
The coupling of synergistic techniques used in this study provided a more
comprehensive view of the irradiation response of ZrCx ceramics in the operational range
of high temperature gas-cooled nuclear reactors. This work identified specific
relationships between dose and microstructure after irradiation, revealing the mechanisms
of damage production in ZrCx, i.e., black-spot nucleation, as well as formation and
evolution of dislocation loops. The results indicated that ZrCx is a promising candidate
for high temperature nuclear applications, although precautions must be taken to prevent
its oxidation during reactor operation.
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Figure 1. Depth profile of damage level using SRIM Kinchin and Pease calculations, and
Au concentration as a function of depth for a fluence of 3.59×1015 cm-2.

Figure 2. The scattering depth, Λ, from which diffraction data was collected as a function
of the x-ray incident angle for two diffraction peaks, (111) and (400). The x-ray incident
angles used in this work are denoted by vertical dashed lines.
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Figure 3. (a) GIXRD obtained from ZrC after thermal annealing in the ion irradiation
chamber at 800 oC, collected at various x-ray incident angles. (b) An enlarged view of the
most intense (111) ZrC diffraction maxima.

Figure 4. (a) Heterogeneous microstrain of control sample determined using Williamson–
Hall plots as a function of the X-ray incident angle. (b) Unit cell parameter of ZrC for the
control specimen as a function X-ray incident angle.
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Figure 5. A secondary electron SEM image of the surface topography showing ZrO2
nanometric nodules.

Figure 6. GIXRD patterns of ZrC after irradiation with 10 MeV Au3+ ions to different
doses showing (a) the entire pattern and (b) an enlarged view of the (111) diffraction
peak.
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Figure 7. (a) Williamson-Hall plots of the representative XRD data from irradiated ZrC.
Straight lines correspond to the linear fit to the peaks for each dose. The slopes are
proportional to the amount of heterogeneous strain present, while their y-intercepts are
inversely proportional to the average grain size, (b) Williamson-Hall plot of the specimen
irradiated to 2.5 dpa.

Figure 8. (a) Heterogeneous microstrain determined using Williamson–Hall plots as a
function of dose, (b) Changes in the unit cell parameter of ZrC as a function of dose
based on the refinement of the corresponding XRD patterns.
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Figure 9. (a) On-Zone STEM Bright Field Image of the specimen irradiated to 0.5 dpa
showing black dot defects, (b) Brigth Field Image of the specimen irradiated to 5 dpa
showing the tangle dislocation network. Some dislocation loops with bouble arc constrast
are indicated by white arrows, (c) Bright Field Image of the specimen irradiated to 30 dpa
showing the tangle dislocation network.
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Figure 10. Raman spectra for ZrC irradiated at various doses.
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ABSTRACT

The effects of irradiation on the morphology and microstructure of the oxide
formed on the surface of ZrCx during irradiation with 10 MeV Au3+ ions at 800o C were
investigated. Nanosized oxide islands were observed on both unirradiated and irradiated
sample areas, indicating that the early stage oxidation of ZrCx proceeded via nucleation
and growth. The reduction in size and surface coverage of oxide nodules at high doses,
indicated that oxide dissolution was the predominant mechanism under irradiation
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conditions. Nanometric cavities were observed in oxide islands for samples irradiated
above 2.5 dpa. The underlying mechanisms driving these changes were discussed.
Keywords: ZrC, ZrO2, Oxidation, Ion irradiation, Electron Microscopy, GIXRD.
* Corresponding author:
Email: grahamjose@mst.edu

1. INTRODUCTION

Zirconium carbide (ZrCx) is an ultra-high-temperature ceramic (UTHC) material
with outstanding mechanical strength, high thermal and electrical conductivity, and low
neutron absorption cross section [1], [2]. This unusual combination of properties makes
ZrCx an attractive material for a variety of applications, including nuclear reactors [2],
aerospace and propulsion devices [3], high power density microelectronics [4], and solar
power concentrators [5]. Particularly in the nuclear field, ZrCx ceramics have gained
significant interest as promising contenders for future advanced Generation-IV nuclear
reactors and fusion systems. In these type of nuclear reactors ZrCx could potentially be
used as an inert fuel matrix [6], a plasma facing component (PFC) [7], an oxygen getter
for microencapsulated fuels [8], an alternative cladding for advanced non-light water
reactors [9], and a fission product barrier in Tri-structural Isotropic (TRISO) fuel
particles [10]. As a potential in-core material for the next generation of nuclear systems,
ZrC would be subject to extreme operation conditions combining high radiation fluxes,
elevated temperatures, mechanical stresses, and aggressive chemical environments.
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The primary coolant system considered for Gen-IV high-temperature and veryhigh-temperature gas-cooled reactors (HTGRs and VHTRs) is helium gas, which is
known for its chemical inertness [11]. Although the primary coolant system of HTRs and
VHTRs is fitted with purification systems, impurities i including H2, CO, H2O, CO2,
CH4, O2, and N2 are inevitable in the coolant [12], [13], [14]. These impurities might arise
from different sources including leaks into the cooling system, gas desorption from the
nuclear fuel and other structural components, and nuclear fission reactions. Under
prototypic operation conditions for gas-cooled reactor, the concentrations of impurities in
the coolant system are in the part per million range [15]. Despite that, these impurities
can induce corrosion reactions at high temperatures (>500 oC), which can strongly affect
the properties of the in-core reactor materials [16]. Previous studies have demonstrated
that oxygen partial pressures (Po2) as low as 10-5 Pa can lead to the oxidation of ZrCx
ceramics at temperatures above 500o C [17]. As a result, the oxidizing impurities in the
helium coolant bear the risk of oxidation of the ZrC-based components during the
operation of gas-cooled reactors. In-service oxidation of ZrCx may induce significant
changes in thermophysical and mechanical properties of ZrCx [18]. Moreover, the inservice oxidation of ZrCx can enhance the release of gaseous fission products such as
xenon (Xe) and helium (He) [19], [20]. Likewise, nanometric ZrO2 precipitates exhibit
catalytic properties towards water splitting and hydrocarbon cracking [21], [22], which
could enhance the uptake of other impurities into ZrCx. Since the properties of ZrCx can
be seriously compromised by in-service oxidation, it is of important to elucidate the
morphological and structural changes induced by oxidation of ZrCx.
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The oxidation behavior of ZrCx ceramics at various experimental conditions has
been extensively studied by a number of investigators [23], [24], [25] [26], [27], [28],
[29], [30], [31]. When ZrCx is exposed to an oxidizing atmosphere at elevated
temperatures (> 500 oC), ZrO2 and C are formed according to the following reactions:
1

𝑍𝑟𝐶 + 2 (1 − 𝑥)𝑂2 → 𝑍𝑟𝐶𝑥 𝑂1−𝑥 + (1 − 𝑥)𝐶
1

𝑥

2

2

𝑍𝑟𝐶𝑥 𝑂1−𝑥 + (1 + ) 𝑂2 → 𝑍𝑟𝑂2 + (𝑥)𝐶𝑂

(1)

(2)

Previous studies have recognized four different temperature regimes of oxidation
for ZrCx [18]. The low temperature regime occurs between 400 and 600 oC. In this
regime, an oxide scale composed of amorphous ZrO2 and free carbon forms on the
surface of the unoxidized ZrCx matrix. Before the formation of ZrO2, ZrC goes through
an oxycarbide transformation phase as described by reactions (1) and (2). The formation
of the oxycarbide phase is quite rapid and the rate is controlled by the phase boundary
reaction. The second oxidation regime occurs between 600 oC and 800 oC. In this
temperature range, cubic zirconia (c-ZrO2) starts to nucleate from the amorphous zirconia
and the crystals begin to growth. Also, low levels of CO start to form by oxidation of free
carbon. The kinetics in this regime are controlled by diffusion of oxygen through the
scale with no significant stress on the c-ZrO2 grains. The third regime occurs between 800
o

C and 1000 oC. At these temperatures, the c-ZrO2 crystals grow larger than 10 nm and

monoclinic and tetragonal ZrO2 polymorphs begin to appear. Nearly all the free carbon
inclusions are oxidized during this regime; therefore, a porous ZrO2 layer covers the
surface. The kinetics in the third regime are controlled by oxygen grain boundary
diffusion. Finally, at temperatures above 1200 oC, the zirconia layer (mostly m-ZrO2)
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begins to sinter closing the pores created by CO2 effusion. Uncertainty exists on the
actual temperature and oxygen partial pressure values at which phase and rate controlling
mechanism transitions occur.
Although the high temperature oxidation behavior of ZrCx has been extensively
investigated during the last three decades, experimental data are lacking for the oxidation
of ZrC under normal operating conditions in high temperature gas-cooled reactors. Until
now, most of the published work has dealt with the oxidation of ZrCx following a loss of
coolant accident (LOCA) [26], [27]. Under LOCA conditions, an oxide scale is rapidly
formed on the surface of ZrCx due to the undesirable high-temperature exposure to an airsteam atmosphere. In contrast, in-service oxidation of ZrCx does not occur in oxygen-rich
atmospheres; therefore, one can expect that the oxidation rate, surface composition and
oxide structures would be different from those observed during LOCA scenarios. Many
questions remain about the formation mechanism and the structure of the oxide formed
on ZrCx during in-service operation in high temperature gas-cooled reactors. Particularly,
the physical and chemical transformations that occur during the early stage of oxidation
of ZrCx are not understood. A recent study by Pipon et al [32] indicated that the early
stages of ZrCx oxidation are controlled by the nucleation and growth of discrete oxide
nuclei, which are particularly prominent at low oxygen partial pressure and high
temperatures. To the best of our knowledge, a detailed microstructural characterization of
the initial oxides formed on the ZrCx surface during the early stages of the oxidation is
not available. Therefore, elucidating the oxidation reaction and the microstructural
evolution of the oxide scale at the early stages is essential to mitigate ZrCx oxidation in
nuclear reactor systems. Additionally, the effects of radiation on the oxidation behavior
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of ZrCx remain largely unknown. Most studies listed above have performed only out-pile
ZrCx oxidation experiments. The main limitation of out-pile oxidation experiments is the
absence of irradiation effects, which are ubiquitous in nuclear reactors. Radiation can
significantly modify the oxidation behavior of ZrCx compared to out-pile oxidation
experiments by changing the properties of the ceramic matrix, the oxide formed on the
surface, and the oxidizing environment [33],[34]. As far as we know, no previous studies
have focused on in-pile oxidation of ZrC.Consequently, more experiments must be
conducted to understand the effects of radiation on the oxidation behavior of ZrCx. To
this end, specimens must be irradiated under conditions of direct relevance to high
temperature gas-cooled reactors, while simultaneously exposed to an oxidizing
atmosphere with impurity levels similar to those encountered in the helium coolant of
HTRs and VHTRs.
The purpose of this paper was to investigate the microstructure of the oxides
formed on the surface of ZrCx during ion irradiation with Au3+ ions at 8000C. The oxides
were characterized for both the irradiated and unirradiated specimens to understand the
effect of irradiation on the morphology and microstructure of the oxide scale. The results
provide new insights into the early stage oxidation of ZrCx under in-pile conditions
relevant to high temperature gas-cooled nuclear reactors.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

2.1. SAMPLE PREPARATION
A pellet of ZrC was prepared by hot-pressing commercial ZrC powder (Alfa
Aesar, Reactor Grade, USA). The as-received powder was hot pressed in a 25.4 mm
cylindrical graphite die lined with BN-coated (SP-180 Cerac, Milwaukie, WI) graphite
foil (2010-A; Mineral Seal Corp, Tucson, Arizona). Before hot pressing, the powder was
loaded into the die and cold compacted in a uniaxial press at ~2MPa. The powder was
then heated under vacuum to 1600 0C with an average heating rate of 20 0C/min. At that
time, the furnace was backfilled with helium and a uniaxial pressure of 32 MPa was
applied to the powder compact. The furnace was then heated at 50 0C/min to 2200 0C.
After 90 min, the furnace was cooled at ~50 0C/min. The load was removed when the die
temperature dropped below 1600 0C.
Following densification, specimens for microscopy and ion irradiations were cut
parallel to the hot pressing of the billet direction with a slow-speed diamond saw and then
ground and polished to mirror-finish. The metallographic preparation was carried out by
grinding the specimens with 100, 320, 600 and 1200 grit SiC pads with water as the
lubricant. Felt pads and water-based diamond slurry suspensions were used for abrasive
sizes from 3 µm to 0.25 µm. After polishing, the specimens were ultrasonically cleaned
with ethanol for 15 min at room temperature.

2.2. ION IRRADIATIONS
A rectangular ZrC foil (13 x 8 mm) was irradiated in the Ion Beam Materials
Laboratory (IBML UT-ORNL) at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville [35] with 10
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MeV Au3+ ions at 800 C using a 3.0 MV tandem accelerator. Five different regions of the
ZrC foil (3x3 mm each) were irradiated to doses of 0.5, 2.5, 5, 10, and 15 dpa. The total
sample area comprised the five non-overlapping irradiated regions and one unirradiated
control spot. Adjustable beam slits were used to define the irradiation areas. The ion
beam was defocused and rastered in the horizontal and vertical directions with the aim of
producing a region that was homogeneously irradiated. Beam homogeneity was verified
by ion-induced luminescence from quartz targets and was found to be within 10%
throughout the irradiated area [36]. The flux was set at 1.0 ×1012 cm-2 s-1 for all fluences.
Low beam current densities in the range of 5 nA mm-2 were used to reduce any undesired
effect and charge accumulation on the samples [37]. The vacuum chamber pressure was
observed to be below 5 ×10−8 torr prior heating. Sample heating caused the pressure in
the irradiation chamber to rise initially, but it decreased into the range of 3-5 x10−7 torr
during irradiation. The maximum outgassing of the specimen was observed around 170o
C with vacuum pressure levels of 7.8 x 10-6 torr (Figure 1a). The Stopping and Range of
Ions in Matter binary collision approximation (BCA) code 2013 version (SRIM-2013)
[38] was used to estimate the displacement damage depth profile. Cascades were
performed in quick-cascade mode (simple Kinchin and Pease model) assuming a density
of 6.71 g/cm3 and threshold displacement energies of 37 eV for Zr and 16 eV for C [39]
and C respectively. To compare ion and neutron irradiation results, the use of the quick
Kinchin–Pease option in SRIM to compute radiation damage exposure has been
recommended within the nuclear community [40]. The damage profile estimated from
SRIM is determined by the sum of the predicted vacancy concentrations (using 'KnockOns' from Au ions and 'Vacancies' from target elements of Zr and C, together with the
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replacement collisions [41]. Assuming a bulk ZrC sample, the predicted damage profile
in displacements per atom (dpa) and the implanted Au ion profile are shown in Figure 1a.
The peak dose under 10 MeV Au irradiation was located around 1000 nm below the
surface. The conversion factor from ion fluence (1014 cm−2) to local dose in the ZrC foil
under quick simulation was 0.8343 dpa. The steady state temperature of the sample
surface was measured via a K-type (chromel-alumel) thermocouple (TC). The TC was
attached to the sample surface by molybdenum spring-loaded clips. Samples mounted on
the high temperature stage were conductively heated from the platen. The rear of the
platen was radiatively heated using a resistively heated tungsten filament. (ERH series
heater and EPS-500 power supply, Thermionics Northwest, Inc.). High performance
silver paste was used to improve the thermal contact between the bottom surface of the
sample and the platen. More details on the experimental apparatus are provided
elsewhere [35],[37]. Irradiations were performed with Au ions because of their relatively
inert nature and large nuclear stopping cross section, which allows for a high damage rate
per incident ion and minimal artifacts induced by the injected ions. It is worth noting that
10 MeV energy beam was chosen to obtain a relatively flat profile to a depth of 1 µm
without appreciable effects of implanted Au ions (Figure 1b). Moreover, intermediate
energy heavy ion irradiations produce a displacement cascade density and morphology
more similar to fission neutrons than light ions irradiation, which produces a more sparse
sub-cascade morphology [42]. The temperature and range of doses were selected with the
goal of studying radiation damage mechanisms in regimes relevant to the conditions in
Gen-IV high temperature gas-cooled reactors and advanced fission and fusion reactor
systems [43].
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2.3. MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION
This section presents a description of the different experimental techniques that
were used in the present work to examine the samples.
2.3.1. Density and Chemical Analysis. The bulk density of the hot-pressed billet
was measured by the Archimedes’ method using distilled water as the immersing
medium, according to ASTM C73-88 [44]. The relative density was calculated by
dividing the Archimedes’ density by the estimated theoretical density of ZrC (𝜌=6.71
g/cm3). The chemical analysis for carbon, oxygen and nitrogen contents of the billet was
conducted by direct combustion method using the infrared absorption detection
technique. Carbon (CS600; Leco, St. Joseph, MI), oxygen and nitrogen (TC500; Leco, St.
Joseph, MI) contents were measured by crushing dense specimens to ~200 mesh. Three
measurements were conducted for each element to establish repeatability.
2.3.2. Grazing Incidence X-Ray Diffraction. Grazing incidence X-ray
diffraction (GIXRD) measurements were performed to evaluate structural modifications
in the near surface region following high temperature ion irradiations. GIXRD profiles
were collected on a PANanlytical X’Pert Pro Multipurpose Diffractometer (MPD) fitted
with a Cu X-ray tube and a X’Celerator detector. The diffraction patterns were acquired
in grazing incidence geometry over the 2θ range 25 to 90 degrees with a step size of 0.030
and counting time of 0.5 s at each step. X-ray tube operation conditions were 40 kV and
40 mA.
2.3.3. Electron Microscopy. The surface morphology and composition were
examined for both pristine and irradiated by focused ion beam (FIB)- scanning electron
microscopy (FIB SEM, SciosTM DualBeamTM, FEI, Hillsboro, Oregon) coupled with
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energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS; Oxford Instrument Avignon UK). TEM specimens
were also prepared using focused-ion-beam (FIB) lift out technique with a SciosTM
DualBeamTM equipped with Ga focused ion beam. Before milling, a 2 µm thick Pt layer
was deposited the top surface of the specimen to protect it from ion beam induced
damage and unwanted surface milling during FIB preparation. Trenching was performed
at an ion beam voltage of 30 kV with a beam current of a few nanoamps. After lift -out,
thinning of the lamella was first conducted with a beam current of hundreds of
picoamps at 30 kV at 5 on both sides of the lamella using cleaning cross section
mode until the lamella was ~1 m thick. Voltages and currents were gradually
reduced, and the milling angles decreased as the lamella got thinner. To complete
preparation, a gentle polishing with Ga+ ions (5 keV and 48 pA) was used to remove
damage caused by higher energy Ga bombardment. Microstructure characterization was
performed using a 300 kV Technai F30 Supertwin transmission electron microscope
(TEM). High resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) was used to reveal
microstructural details of the oxide scale. Bright field (BF) imaging techniques were used
to elucidate the radiation induced microstructural defects. Energy dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDX) and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) were used for
chemical composition studies.
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3. RESULTS

3.1. AS-SINTERED SAMPLE
The as-sintered ZrC pellet had a relative density of 93%. The carbon, oxygen and
nitrogen content were 11.62, 0.144, and 0.0251 wt % respectively. Before annealing, the
surface of the control specimen consisted of a homogeneous microstructure of ZrC grains
with some residual porosity characteristic of non-fully densified billets. The average
grain size was 5.1 ±1.8 µm.

3.2. ANNEALED UNIRRADIATED SAMPLE
GIXRD patterns obtained at ω=0.5o for the control specimen before and after
thermal annealing in the ion irradiation vacuum chamber are presented in Figure 2a. The
analyzed 2θ range included six peaks of the typical rock salt structure of ZrC (𝐹𝑚3̅𝑚)
and the expected diffraction reflections for ZrO2 polymorphs produced by the oxidation.
Before annealing, XRD analysis revealed that nominally pure ZrC was the only
crystalline phase present in the as-sintered billet. After annealing, new peaks
corresponding to ZrO2 polymorphs were observed in the XRD pattern. This result clearly
indicates that the near surface area of the specimen was oxidized after exposure to the
residual vacuum (<10-7 torr) of the ion accelerator chamber at 800 0C. The assignment of
type of ZrO2 polymorph could not be done unambiguously due to the closeness of the
XRD peak positions for monoclinic (m), tetragonal (t) and cubic (c) ZrO2 in the evaluated
2θ range. The peak at 2θ=300 is due to the presence of either t- or c-ZrO2 polymorph(s)
and/or oxygen-deficient m-ZrO2-x.
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Figure 2b shows GIXRD patterns, obtained at ω values of 0.5, 1, 1.5, 3 and 5o,
from the unirradiated ZrC sample after annealing for 5h at 800o C. The scans were
recorded at several incident angles to probe microstructural changes at different
penetration depths. The intensity of the ZrO2 peaks decreased as the incident angle ω
increased, suggesting that the oxide phase was concentrated in the near surface region.
Further analysis of the ZrC reflections revealed changes in the broadening and position of
the peaks as a function of the incident angle ω. ZrC peaks shifted to higher angles when
the X-ray incident angle decreased. Peak shifting to higher 2θ angles is indicative of a
contraction of the unit cell parameter, which could be produced by compositional
changes across the probed area. In this case, the peak shifting could be attributed to the
incorporation of adventitious oxygen into the ZrC lattice to form zirconium oxycarbide
(ZrCxOy) [45]. The change in lattice parameter for ZrC is consistent with increasing
oxygen content closer to the surface of the specimen.
FESEM plain view micrographs of the unirradiated specimen after annealing
(Figure 3a) showed several morphological changes with respect to the original polished
surface. First, the grain boundaries of the specimen were revealed due to the preferential
thermal etching during annealing. Second, the surface was covered by discrete
nanoprecipitates distributed homogeneously across the grains of the underlying ZrCx. The
nanoprecipitates ranged in sizes between 20 and 100 nm. EDX elemental maps were
acquired in the box area marked in Figure 3a to analyze the composition after annealing.
The area selected for analysis included grain boundary regions where fewer of
precipitates was observed. The elemental maps indicated that Zr, C and O were the major
constituents on the surface area of the annealed sample (Figure 3b). The concentration of
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zirconium and carbon was uniform across the analyzed area; whereas the concentration of
oxygen s was lower at the grain boundaries. This suggests that the nanoprecipitates
observed in the SEM images contain oxygen, which is consistent with the detection of
zirconium oxide by GIXRD. A standardless semi-quantitative EDX analysis of the
mapping area (Figure 3c) gave the composition of 51 at% C, 45 at% Zr, and 4 at% O.
Although oxygen enrichment is evident in the near surface area of oxidized specimen, the
EDX signal from the nanoprecipitates on the surface can be easily overcome by
contributions from the underlying ZrCx matrix due to the large interaction volume of 20
keV electrons. Moreover, an accurate quantification of oxygen and carbon is not possible
by EDX due to the low sensitivity of the technique for the light elements.
The density and sizes of the precipitates appeared to vary from grain to grain,
suggesting that the nucleation and growth of the oxide islands was influenced by the
crystallographic orientation of the underlying ZrCx. The oxide nanoprecipitates seem to
grow preferentially within the grain areas, while precipitate-denuded zones were
observed near the grain boundaries. In general, the oxide particles had a lenticular shape
with a faceted free surface and a rounded ZrC/ZrO2 interface (Figure S1a). The latter
suggested high wettability of the oxide phase on the underlaying ZrCx substrate.
Additionally, some of the oxide nanoislands began to coalesce with neighboring
precipitates leading to the formation of larger oxide islands (Figure S1b). The
coalescence indicated that coarsening of the oxide nanoprecipitates began at the early
stages of the oxidation process, even when the grain boundaries were free of of oxide
nodules.
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Cross-sectional HRTEM images of the unirradiated specimen after annealing is
shown in Figure 4a. A multilayer structure was observed in the near region. The surface
of the ZrC specimen was covered by a nanocrystalline layer ~ 4 nm thick and, an
amorphous layer. The chemical composition of the amorphous and nanocrystalline layers
was probed by EELS The STEM-high angle annular dark filed (HAADF) image of the
analyzed region (Figure 4b) showed a dark layer (Point A) and a uniform gray layer
(Point B), which correspond to the amorphous and nanocrystalline layers observed in
Figure 4a . The EELS spectrum obtained at point A (Figure 4c) confirmed that the
amorphous layer was carbon rich. This carbon-rich layer could have been deposited on
the surface of the specimen during preparation for TEM analysis. On the other hand, the
EELS spectrum acquired at point B (Figure 4d) indicated that the nanocrystalline layer
was most likely ZrO2. Interestingly, the nanocrystalline ZrO2 layer showed conformal
coverage on the surface of ZrC (Figure S3). Two elemental EELS line profiles
reconstructed for O and Zr are shown in Figure 4e and 4f. Notably, the onsets of the O
and Zr agreed with each other and can be clearly linked with the interface between the
dark and the grey layers in the HAADF image. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 4f,
underneath the nanocrystalline ZrO2 layer (layer I) was a layer of crystalline ZrC (layer
II) that was 25 nm thick and oxygen rich compared to the bulk ZrC. The oxygen
content decreased continuously from the top surface towards the unoxidized ZrC matrix.
Such oxygen gradient suggested that the oxidation was promoted by the uptake of
residual oxygen from the ion accelerator chamber during the annealing experiment.
Figure 5a shows a HRTEM image of an area of the annealed unirradiated sample
where the continuity of the nanocrystalline oxide layer was interrupted by the formation
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of larger nanosized islands. The chemical composition of the islands was consistent with
ZrO2 as confirmed by EELS analysis (Figure 5d). The oxide islands had a characteristic
elongated shape with the elongation direction roughly along the {110} direction of the
ZrC substrate. Additionally, the islands were partially embedded into the ZrC matrix
forming a sigmoidal interface between the oxide and the substrate. This interface
appeared to be regular, well adhered and coherent. No precipitates of amorphous and/or
crystalline carbon were observed at the interfacial region of the analyzed nanoislands.
The intruded regions of the oxide precipitates had contact angles with the ZrC substrate
ranging from 55 to 65º; whereas the protruded regions of the oxide nodule had wetting
angles between 30 and 55º.
A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) pattern was acquired at the red squared region
indicated in Figure 5a. The obtained FFT pattern is shown in Figure 5b and can be well
indexed along the [-121] zone axis based on a tetragonal ZrO2 structure (Inorganic
Crystal Structure Database-66784). To confirm the validity of the indexing, a simulated
electron diffraction pattern of the ZrO2 tetragonal structure was obtained using the
CrystalmakerTM software (Figure 5c). Good agreement is obtained between the
experimental and simulated FFT patterns. Fig. 5e shows the FFT pattern acquired from
an area in Figure 5a that included both the nanoisland precipitate and the ZrC matrix. It is
noted that the precipitate was epitaxially grown on the ZrC surface with the epitaxial
−

−

−

relationship being ( 101 )T// (002)M and [ 121 ]T// [110]M.
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3.3. IRRADIATED SAMPLES
The XRD patterns for the irradiated samples (Fig. S2) revealed the presence of
defective but crystalline ZrC phase at all doses. Additionally, weak peaks were observed
around 2θ=300 in some of the irradiated specimens; although the intensity of this peak
was too weak to be clearly deconvoluted from the background. The low intensity of the
ZrO2 peak in the irradiated samples could be because the volume fraction of ZrO2 was
too small to produce XRD peaks that were discernible from the background signal.
Another possibility is that the oxide phase amorphized during irradiation. The surfaces of
irradiated samples were analyzed as discussed below to characterize changes that occur
during irradiation.
Figure 6 presents high resolution SEM micrographs of the surface of the control
specimen and samples irradiated to 2.5, 10 and 15 dpa. Each image is shown together
with the histogram of the maximum diameter of ZrO2 nanoislands. Given the polyhedral
shape of the precipitates, the maximum diameter was considered to provide information
about both nanoisland size and shape. The morphological evolution of the oxide
nanoislands coverages as a function of irradiation dose is shown in Figure 6. After
annealing, the surface of control sample was decorated with large oxide islands with
complex shapes, reflecting some coalescence of the oxide precipitates as the thermal
annealing proceeded as discussed above. Irradiation shifted the distribution to finer sizes,
increased the circularity of the islands, and reduced the grain area that was covered
(Table 1). The shrinking and reshaping of the precipitates at higher doses suggested that
radiation influenced the stability of the nanoislands.
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High resolution TEM images of the oxide islands formed at different doses were
taken from the [110] zone axis of the ZrC matrix (Figure 7.) Morphological and
interfacial changes were observed in the oxide nodules as the irradiation dose is
increased. At low doses (0.5 dpa), the oxide particles showed a double cap morphology
with approximately half of the oxide island semi-embedded into the ZrC matrix and the
other half protruded above the surface. Further analysis of the interfacial area revealed no
coherent relationship between the oxide nodule and the ZrC matrix. As dose increased,
the oxide islands tended to become more faceted and the interfacial region became more
diffuse (Figure 7c, d and e). Interestingly, the phases of ZrO2 tended to be monoclinic
above 2.5 dpa after analyzing all the HRTEM images acquired, suggesting that irradiation
affected the phase of the ZrO2 that formed. Moiré fringes were observed at the
oxide/matrix interface in some of the HRTEM images of irradiated samples. Faceted
regions were also observed within the ZrO2 islands irradiated above 2.5 dpa. Some of
these regions had a characteristic octahedral shape with sizes ranging between 3 and 10
nm. Overfocus/underfocus TEM analysis was conducted on oxide nodules with faceted
regions to elucidate the character of these microstructural features. Figure 8 shows the
Fresnel contrast change under different focusing conditions in an oxide nodule irradiated
to 5 dpa. The faceted regions appeared as white features in under-focused conditions and
black features in over-focused conditions. This contrast change is characteristic of
cavities, suggesting that the faceted regions could be voids or bubbles that formed under
irradiation conditions [46].
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4. DISCUSSION

4.1. EARLY STAGE OXIDATION OF ZrC
As shown in Figure 1, the gas pressure in the irradiation chamber increased
substantially during heating of the target at temperatures between 150-170 0C. This
observation indicates that gases desorbed from the specimen during during this stage of
the heating processes. The chemical composition of the outgassing products could not be
identified in this study because the ion accelerator chamber at the IBML is not currently
fitted with a residual gas analyzer. However, the pressure increase was probably
produced by the release of carbon impurities and/or water vapor previously trapped or
adsorbed in the solid during metallurgical preparation steps and handling of the sample.
We speculate that these impurities could have played a role in the initial oxidation of
ZrC. Similar outgassing processes could occur during the start-up and refueling stages of
high temperature gas-cooled reactors [47]. Therefore, the experimental conditions inside
the irradiation chamber observed in this experiment are akin to those expected in the
nuclear reactor core.
The discrete oxide nanostructure observed on the surface of the unirradiated
sample after annealing indicates that the oxidation process was on going. At the early
stages, the oxidation of ZrC proceeds through nucleation and growth of oxide precipitates
as depicted in Figure 3 and 5. These results are similar to those obtained by Pipon et al.
[19] after annealing ZrC0.95O0.05 at 14000C in dynamic secondary vacuum (10-5 Pa) for 3
hours. The early oxidation of other UTHCs and metals has also been found to proceed via
nucleation and growth of oxide nanoislands under high temperature and vacuum
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conditions [48], [49], [50]. Alternatively, the formation of oxide islands can be due to
dewetting of the thin oxide passivation layer formed at the early stages of the oxidation
process. Due to excess surface free energy, thin oxide films are unstable and when they
are heated, they will dewet or agglomerate to form islands [51]. Dewetting and
nanopattern formation can be further induced by ion-irradiation [52]. Future work In-situ
oxidation experiments in an environmental TEM instrument to confirm oxide dewetting
at the arly stages of ZrCx oxidation.
The double-layer structure of the oxide scale observed in the unirradiated
specimen after annealing (Figure 4) is consistent with the morphological changes
expected according to the oxidation mechanism proposed by Katoh [2]. In the present
work, an oxygen gradient was detected by EELS analysis in the near surface area of the
annealed specimen (Figure 4b). The decrease in oxygen content with increasing distance
from the surface suggests that oxygen dissolution occurred at the interface, forming an
oxycarbide compound in the near surface area of the sample. Because of the substoichiometric nature of the as-sintered billet used in this study (detected by Raman
measurements, not shown here), it is conceivable that oxygen diffused towards carbon
vacancies in ZrCx (Equation. 3)
1

𝑉𝐶 + 2 𝑂2 → 𝑂𝐶

(3)

Experimental work by Shimada and Ishil [23] showed that the ZrCx containing
dissolved oxygen becomes thermodynamically unstable after the oxygen concentration
exceeds the solubility limit. As a result, the oxycarbide solution decomposes into a layer
of amorphous zirconia and free carbon. Subsequently, ZrO2 crystallites nucleate and
growth from this amorphous layer and forms a continuous film at longer oxidation times.
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Similar results were obtained in this study for the oxidation of the unirradiated sample.
Figure 4a shows that an outer thin layer of nanocrystalline ZrO2 (around 4 nm thickness)
was formed on the top surface of the unirradiated sample after high vacuum thermal
annealing.
Previous studies suggest that free carbon is retained in the amorphous layer below
8000 C and evolves as CO orCO2 at higher temperatures [23]. However, in all previous
studies ZrC was oxidized for longer times and with an abundance of oxygen. Those
conditions favor the formation of an oxide film that results in a uniform oxygen activity
macroscopically across the sample. The gradient in oxygen activity perpendicular to the
surface promotes the retention of carbon under the oxide scale as observed extensively in
previous work. However, in our case the oxidation has just been initiated and it is
unlikely that a global change in the oxygen activity occurs at such early stages of the
oxidation process.
Cross sectional TEM images of the oxide scale also revealed that the ZrO2
crystallites were partially embedded into the underlying ZrC matrix rather than lying on
the top surface (Figure 5a). This embedding behavior has been previously observed in the
early stage oxidation of other pure metals and alloys [53], [54], [55]. Embedding of the
oxide embryos suggests that the oxide islands are formed by a 3D nucleation
mechanism, which occurs when the surface mobility of oxygen is the dominant transport
mechanism for the initial oxide formation [56]. Under such conditions, atomic oxygen
diffuses over the surface and react with the underlying substrate atoms to form semiburied oxide embryos. The formation of an internal oxide/substrate interface could also
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provide a fast pathway for oxygen diffusion into the matrix, which might contribute to
further embedding of the oxide island during the growth stage.
The formation of sub-stoichiometric zirconia seems possible considering the low
oxygen partial pressure and high temperature conditions used in this study. Ma et al. [57]
have previously reported the formation of sub-oxides ZrO2-x during the oxidation of Zr
under high vacuum conditions (PO2 <10-8 torr). Similarly, the occurrence of oxygen
deficient m-ZrO2 has been observed at the interfacial region between the carbide and
oxide during oxidation of ZrCx [26]. On the other hand, the presence of t/c-ZrO2
polymorph(s) cannot be dismissed either. Prior studies on ZrC oxidation have reported
the formation of metastable t/c-ZrO2 phases during the oxidation of ZrC [58][26]. The
stabilization of t/c-ZrO2 at temperatures below the conventional polymorphic stability
range of these phases could be caused by several factors including crystallite size, strain,
and structural defects. According to Garvie’s theory [59], the formation of t- ZrO2 is
favored below a critical crystallite size of 10 nm because of the lower surface free energy
of t- ZrO2 compared to m- ZrO2. Likewise, stabilization of t- ZrO2 could be induced by
strain effects [60]. Compressive stresses generated by Pilling-Bedworth ratio (PBR)
effect and heteroepitaxial growth of the oxide can increase the critical size of stabilized tZrO2 up to 200 nm [61], [62]. The presence of structural defects has been also proposed
as a mechanism for t/c ZrO2 polymorphs stabilization. According to Shukla and Seal
[61], the stabilization of tetragonal and cubic ZrO2 can be attributed to the presence of
oxygen ion vacancies generated either at higher temperature, or in vacuum, or by doping
trivalent impurities. In our case, the oxide was formed under high temperature and
vacuum conditions, which are conducive for the formation of oxygen vacancies.
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4.2. OXIDATION UNDER IRRADIATION CONDITIONS
For the irradiated samples, some of the large ZrO2 nanoislands exhibits a series of
structural defects (Figure 6); however, they remained crystalline even after irradiation at
the highest dose evaluated in this work (15 dpa). This result agrees with previous
experimental data [63], [64]and first principle simulations [65], [66], which indicate the
high amorphization resistance for ZrO2 polymorphs under irradiation conditions. The
high radiation tolerance of ZrO2 has been attributed to the large amount of native oxygen
vacancies that enhances the dynamic recovery of the radiation induced defects [67].
Under irradiation conditions, the oxide islands are subject to several radiationinduced processes that determine their morphological and microstructural evolution
(Figure 9b). The protruded regions of the ZrO2 nodules are sputtered by the incident ion
beam. As shown in Figure 6, the protruded regions of the nanoislands tended to become
more faceted at higher doses. The reshaping of islands was more noticeable on the sides
parallel to ion beam direction, suggesting that preferential ion sputtering occurred along
this direction. Ballistic collisions with the Au3+ ions could also produce ion beam mixing
at the ZrO2/ZrC interface. As indicated by the yellow boxes in Figure 6, irradiation
tended to make the oxide/matrix interface more diffuse. Furthermore, Moiré fringes were
observed in some of the irradiated precipitates. These observations were indicative that
intermixing between the oxide particles and ZrC phases occurred during the ion
irradiation of the specimens. Surface sputtering and ballistic mixing could enhance the
dissolution of the oxide precipitates under radiation exposure. The atoms ejected out of
the oxide particles might undergo three different processes: (i) dissolve into the ZrC
matrix, (ii) diffuse back into the parent particle or being absorbed by other particles, and
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(iii) re-nucleate to form new particles with other solute atoms in the ZrC matrix. The last
two process depend much on the diffusion of solute atoms, particularly oxygen atoms.
Interestingly, no “halo” effect (i.e. formation of smaller oxide nanoparticles around the
periphery the islands) was observed in the oxide/matrix interface for the irradiated
samples. This suggests that the local composition of oxygen ejected from the islands
does not exceed the solubility limit in the irradiated ZrC matrix. Thus, the nucleation and
growth of smaller oxide cluster around the island is not possible. The absence of
‘haloing’ may be also related to other radiation-induced effects. Firstly, the
supersaturation of defects created under irradiation conditions can increase the oxygen
solubility in the matrix [68]. Since the solubility increases during the irradiation, atoms
ejected by ballistic mixing may be in solution during irradiation. Secondly, the defect
supersaturation can produce enhancement of diffusion processes [69]. Radiation
enhanced diffusion of sufficiently mobile species might occur either through vacancies or
interstitials and can significantly alter the size and stoichiometry of the oxide islands.
Previous experimental studies on sub-stochiometric ZrCx indicate that the presence of
vacancies in the matrix can enhance the diffusion of oxygen towards the bulk [70]. It is
conceivable that the diffusion of oxygen atoms in substoichiometric ZrCx occur by an
octahedral vacancy mechanism as observed experimentally in other group-IV carbides
[71]. Additionally, other fast diffusion paths might be also operative under irradiation
conditions, including dislocation loops and planar defects introduced in the irradiated
microstructure as the dose increased.
As shown in Table 2, each of the irradiated areas in the ZrC foil endured different
annealing times before and after ion irradiation. In general, longer pre-annealing time and
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lower doses lead to bigger oxide nodules on the surface of ZrC. It is noted that Increasing
the post annealing time (i.e after ion irradiation) at higher doses does not produce
coarsening of the oxide nanostructure. The region irradiated at the highest dose (15 dpa)
was covered by small oxide precipitates. This behavior suggested that the nucleation and
growth of the nanoislands is affected by the microstructure of the underlying ZrC
substrate. At higher doses, more defects are created in ZrC enhancing the dissolution of
oxygen towards the bulk ceramic. Similar effects have been observed in SiC [72].
Faceted pockets were also observed in the ZrO2 islands for specimens irradiated at
2.5 dpa and above doses (Figure 5d, f). These pockets were not observed in the oxide
nodules for the control and 0.5dpa-irradiated samples, indicating that radiation could
have played a role on their formation. Furthermore, the pockets exhibited the
characteristic Fresnel contrast of cavities in under-focus and over-focus BFTEM images
(Figure 8). This strongly suggested that pockets might be voids/bubbles that formed
within ZrO2 the islands under irradiation. Cavities were not expected from the published
temperature/fluence damage mechanism maps for ZrO2. A possible mechanism for the
formation and growth of cavities in the oxide nodules may be explained by oxygen
diffusion and vacancy clustering processes. Due to small defect formation and migration
barriers for oxygen compared to zirconium[73], the radiation response of ZrO2 is mostly
determined by the evolution of the surplus of oxygen point defects created during the
irradiation. In the case of the oxide islands, the highly mobile oxygen atoms could
migrate towards the free surface of the nodules and the ZrO2/ZrC interface. The oxygen
atoms that reach the free surface are no longer tightly bonded to the island and are lost;
whereas those atoms that migrate towards the interface are dissolved into ZrCx. Previous
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studies on ion irradiation of nanometric ZrO2 indicate that a significant loss of oxygen
occurs as the dose is increased [74]. Therefore, an accumulation of oxygen vacancy is
expected in the ZrO2 nodule upon irradiation. A supersaturation of vacancies may
become the driving force for the nucleation and growth of cavities in ZrO2 nodules at
high doses. The process could be further assisted by the adsorption and absorption of
inert gases present in the irradiation chamber, which may act to stabilize the void embryo
and enhance their nucleation process. It can also be assumed that the voids are not
pressurized because gas filled voids tend to have more spherical shapes rather than
polyhedral ones.
The schematic model shown in Figure 9 summarizes the microstructural and
morphological changes of the oxide islands observed in this work. In the absence of
irradiation (Figure 9a), the oxidation of ZrC proceeds via nucleation and growth of ZrO2
islands. The oxide islands will growth and coalesce as the oxidation progresses, and
finally an oxide film will form on the surface at the later stages of the oxidation process.
On the other hand, the evolution of the early oxide nanostructure under irradiation
conditions (Figure 9b) is determined by a combination of radiation-induced processes
such as ballistic dissolution, surface sputtering and radiation-enhanced diffusion (RED).
The shrinkage of the oxide nodules under irradiation can be explained by the
enhancement of the oxygen solubility and diffusivity in the implantation layer during
irradiation due to the creation of radiation induced defects. More research is needed to
evaluate the mechanisms of oxygen diffusion in the irradiated microstructure and
determine the influence of defect evolution on the oxygen uptake process. Finally, the
formation of cavities at doses above 2.5 dpa could be associated with the loss of oxygen
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from the irradiated oxide nodules and the concomitant vacancy supersaturation. The
nucleation and growth of vacancies could also be assisted by the adsorption of inert gases
present in the beamline vacuum chamber.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This study investigated the morphology and microstructure of the oxidation scale
formed on the surface of ZrC during irradiation with Au3+ ions at 800 oC. GIXRD and
electron microscopy (SEM/TEM) techniques were used to characterize the radiation
response of the oxide at doses ranging from 0.5 to 15 dpa. Subsequent analysis was used
to draw the following conclusions:
•

The early stage oxidation of ZrCx under prototypical operation conditions of
high temperature gas-cooled reactors proceeds via nucleation and growth of
oxide islands rather than uniform oxide film growth. Cross-sectional TEM
analysis suggested that that the oxide nodules were formed by a 3D nucleation
mechanism.

•

Radiation affected the stability of the oxide scale at the early stages of ZrCx
oxidation. Evidence of oxide dissolution was observed in samples that were
irradiated up to doses of 15 dpa. Morphological changes were also observed in
the irradiated oxide islands as a function of dose. At high doses (>2.5 dpa), the
oxide islands became more faceted and exhibited diffuse oxide/matrix
interfaces. These results indicated that radiation-induced processes could
enhance the dissolution of oxide precipitates under irradiation conditions.
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Additionally, radiation introduced defects in the oxide nodules. Nucleation
and growth of cavities was observed within the oxide nodules irradiated to 2.5
dpa and above.
•

The oxide formed in ZrCx has a high radiation-induced amorphization
resistance. Although defects were observed in the oxide nodules, no
amorphization of the ZrO2 precipitates was observed under irradiation up to
doses of 15 dpa. Some metastable phases of ZrO2 were observed in the
irradiated specimens.
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Table 1. Statistical data related to the morphology and distribution of the oxide
nanoislands as a function of irradiation dose.
Dose
(dpa)

Coverage (%) ±
10%

Circularity
±10%

0

32.78

0.86

2.5

29.37

0.89

10

26.75

0.93

15

24.24

0.96

Table 2. Pre-annealing, irradiation and post-annealing times for each specimen.
Region

Dose
(dpa)

Preannealing

Irradiation
[min]

[min]

PostAnnealing
[min]

1

15

~ 140

30

~ 55

2

10

~ 170

20

~ 30

3

5

~ 180

10

~ 20

4

2.5

~ 190

5

~ 15

5

0.5

~ 195

1

~5

6

0

~ 196

0

0
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Figure 1. Pressure and temperature evolution of the ion chamber before to the onset of
ion irradiation.

Figure 2. (a) GIXRD patterns obtained from ZrC control sample before and after thermal
annealing in the ion irradiation chamber at 800 oC, (b) (a) GIXRD obtained from ZrC
control sample after thermal annealing collected at various x-ray incident angles.
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Figure 3. (a) Secondary electron SEM image of the surface topography of the control
sample showing presence of oxide nodules after thermal annealing in the irradiation
chamber, (b) EDX compositional maps for C, Zr and O acquired in the box area in (a),
(c) EDX spectra and strandardless compositional quantification for the mapping area.

Figure 4. (a) HRTEM image of the near surface area of the control specimen after
annealing in the irradiation chamber (b) STEM-HAADF image with the EELS line
profile. Two EELS spectrum are extracted from the spot A and spot B from the line
profile, shown in the (c) and (d) respectively, confirming the amorphous C and
nanocrystalline ZrOx layer in (a). Elemental line profile of Zr I and O (f).
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Figure 5. (a) HRTEM image of a precipitate embedded in the ZrC matrix. (b) FFT pattern
−

from the red squared region in a can be indexed to be tetragonal ZrO2 along its [ 121 ]
zone axis. (c) The simulated electron diffraction pattern based on the tetragonal structure
match well the experimental FFT. (d) EELS spectrum from the precipitate, confirming it
is ZrO2. I FFT pattern from both ZrC and precipitate ZrO2 showing the epitaxial
relationship between them.

Figure 6. Morphology of the nanostructureted ZrO2 nanoparticles obtained by SEM as a
function of irradiation dose (a) Control sample, (b) 2.5 dpa, (c) 10 dpa, (d) 15 dpa.
Statistical histograms of the oxide islands for each sample are reported below the SEM
micrographs.
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Figure 7. HRTEM images of oxide island formed (a) control sample, and samples
irradiated to (b) 0.5 dpa, (c) and (d) 2.5 dpa, I 5 dpa, and (f) 15 dpa.

Figure 8. Cavity morphology in the ZrO2 island after irradiation to 5 dpa (a) in-focus, (b)
underfocused, and (c) overfocused BF-TEM images showing changes in Fresnel contrast
for the cavities.
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Figure 9. Schematic model of the early oxide growth a) without ion irradiation,
and b) under ion-irradiation conditions.

Figure S1. Secondary electron SEM images of the surface topography of the control
sample showing presence of oxide nodules after thermal annealing in the irradiation
chamber.
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Figure S2. GIXRD patterns obtained from irradiated ZrC sample (ω=0.5o)

Figure S3. Conformal nanocrystalline ZrO2 layer formed on the top of the unirradiated
specimen after thermal annealing.
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ABSTRACT

Zirconium Carbide (ZrCx) was irradiated with 10 MeV Au3+ ions to a dose of 10
displacements per atoms (dpa) and subsequently with 300 keV electrons in a transmission
electron microscope (TEM). After ion irradiation, dislocation loops were observed in the
microstructure and an increase in the number of carbon vacancies was revealed by Raman
spectroscopy. Grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD) analysis showed that neither
amorphization nor oxidation occurred during ion irradiation of the specimen. Subsequent
electron irradiation of the pre-implanted ZrCx foil led to formation of nanosized tetragonal
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ZrO2 precipitates (5-10 nm diameter) on the surface of the TEM lamella. The formation of
the new oxide phase was not related to the electron beam-induced heating of the specimen
or ionization of residual oxygen in the TEM chamber, but to knock-on displacements that
facilitated transport of oxygen atoms across the ion implanted layer. These results suggest
that high-energy electron irradiation of pre-damaged ZrCx foils induced atomic mixing via
radiation enhanced diffusion (RED), producing surface oxidation of the TEM foil. This
research provides new knowledge of the microstructural response of ZrCx to different types of
radiation and new insights into the inadvertent effects of electron beam during TEM analysis
of in-situ and ex-situ ion irradiated ZrCx.
Keywords: ZrC, Ion Irradiation, Electron Irradiation, Oxidation
*
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1. INTRODUCTION

Zirconium Carbide (ZrCx) has gained interest as a candidate material for a variety
of applications in advanced nuclear energy systems due to its excellent physical and
chemical properties including high melting point [1] , high thermal and electrical
conductivities [2], outstanding resistance to fission product attack [3], good mechanical
strength [1], and low neutron absorption cross-section [4]. This unusual combination of
properties makes ZrCx a strong contender for applications such as fission-product barrier
in microencapsulated fuels , cladding in accident tolerant fuels (ATFs) [5], inert fuel
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matrix in Gen-IV fast nuclear reactors [6], and plasma facing material (PFM) in fusion
reactors [7]. In nuclear reactor systems, ZrCx will be exposed to different types of
radiation fields (gamma, neutron, ion and beta particles), which can change the
microstructure of ZrCx during reactor operation. The microstructural changes induced by
radiation damage affect the properties of ZrCx and its performance in the nuclear reactor.
This could eventually impact the safety of the reactor under operation and accident
conditions. Consequently, it is crucial to understand the behavior of ZrCx under
irradiation conditions for its successful implementation in the next generation of nuclear
energy systems.
Numerous studies have been conducted to investigate the effects of irradiation on
ZrCx [8-14]. Most of the previous work has aimed to identify and quantify the
microstructural defects in ion irradiated specimens as a function of the ion type, dose,
temperature, and stoichiometry. The current damage mechanism map indicates that the
radiation response of ZrCx at temperatures relevant to the operation of nuclear reactors
(20–1073 K) is driven by interstitial clustering [11]. This has been confirmed by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis of irradiated samples, showing the
progressive evolution from “black-dot” defects, to dislocation loops, to entangled
dislocation networks with increasing irradiation dose [8], [9]. In addition to the
microstructural defects, a secondary oxide phase is usually found during TEM analysis of
irradiated ZrCx. The oxide phase appears as nanosized precipitates, which are distributed
across the surface of the TEM lamella. Gan et al. [15] were the first ones to report the
formation of the new phase in ZrC irradiated with 1 MeV Kr2+ ions at the Intermediate
Voltage Electron Microscope (IVEM) facility. They observed diffraction rings in the
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selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns for samples irradiated at 300 K and
1073 K. The authors concluded that the diffraction rings were produced by nanosized
precipitates having face centered cubic (FCC) symmetry with a lattice parameter of 0.506
nm (~8% larger than ZrC). Gosset et al. [9], [10] also reported the formation of a
secondary phase after irradiation of ZrC with 4 MeV Au3+ ions at room temperature
(RT). Based on the indexing of the diffraction rings, the secondary phase was identified
as tetragonal ZrO2 (a=3.61 Å and c=5.19 Å). Additionally, dark field images acquired
with part of the most intense diffraction ring revealed a high density of nanometric
precipitates located at the surface of the specimen. Recently, Ulmer et al. [16] also found
that oxide nanoprecipitates were formed during in-situ irradiation of ZrC with
1 MeV Kr2+ ions at temperatures within 20-1073 K. The indexing of the rings was
consistent with a 0.506 nm lattice parameter FCC structure, which is close to that of
cubic ZrO2. Interestingly, Ulmer also noted that the diffraction rings appeared in samples
irradiated at all temperatures, except 300 K and 473 K. This result contradicts Gan’s
work that found oxide precipitates in samples irradiated at 300 K. The discrepancy is
surprising considering that both authors conducted the irradiations experiments under
similar conditions (1 MeV Kr2+ at 300 K at the IVEM facility).
Although the formation of oxide precipitates seems to be one of the most
prominent radiation effects in ion irradiated ZrCx, the mechanism underlying their
formation is not fully understood. Given the high thermodynamic driving force for
oxidation of ZrCx [17], Gosset et al. [9] suggested that the precipitates were formed by
radiation-enhanced oxidation during ion implantation of ZrC foils. However, the
experimental evidence supporting this hypothesis is still inconclusive. For example, if
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radiation-enhanced oxidation was the prevalent mechanism of oxide formation, a
systematic variation in the intensity of the diffraction rings would occur as the irradiation
dose increased. Yet, no systematic changes in the selected area electron diffraction
(SAED) patterns were observed for ZrC specimens irradiated with Kr-ions at different
doses [15], [16]. Furthermore, the hypothesis of radiation-enhanced oxidation also fails
to explain why oxide precipitates were formed in samples irradiated at cryogenic
temperatures, but not in those irradiated at RT [16]. This result is unexpected considering
that the diffusion of atoms and defects is significantly lower at cryogenic temperatures
than at RT. Another aspect of the oxidation process that needs further explanation is that
crystalline oxide nanoprecipitates formed only during in-situ for ion irradiated ZrC
specimens. For bulk sample irradiation, the studies showed that thin oxide layers formed
in ZrC after irradiation. The oxide layer was amorphous in specimens irradiated at RT
[18] and crystalline in those irradiated at a high temperature (1073 K) [19]. These
observations lead to the question: Why does the oxidation behavior differ between
samples irradiated ex-situ and in-situ, if the mechanism driving the transformation is the
same?. The absence of systematic changes of the SAED patterns in stand-alone studies
and the inconsistencies that arise when comparing the results from different research
groups, suggest that extrinsic factors might play a role in the formation of the oxide
precipitates during in-situ ion-irradiation of ZrC.
A major difference between in-situ and ex-situ ion irradiations is that energetic
electrons are simultaneously used during in-situ ion irradiations. The concurrent use of
electrons during ion irradiation can produce unintended effects, which could potentially
modify the microstructure of the material being investigated [21]. Previous work on
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transition metal carbides indicated that prolonged exposure to energetic electrons in the
TEM can produce elemental segregation through the foil. Thus, it is possible that the
electrons used for imaging during in-situ ion irradiations can also be involved in the
formation of ZrO2 nanoprecipitates on ion implanted ZrC specimens. Therefore, the goal
of this study was to investigate the effects of electron irradiation during TEM
examination of an ion- irradiated ZrC foil to study possible segregation effects. Direct
evidence is provided that e-beam exposure produces surface oxidation of ion irradiated
ZrC foil leading to possible reaction schemes.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. SAMPLE PREPARATION
The following section describe the methodology used for the preparation of the
specimens used in this work.
2.1.1. Synthesis of ZrO2 precursor. High purity ZrO2 powders with low Hf
content were synthesized by a precipitation method using ZrCl4 powder (Reactor grade,
>99.5% metal basis, Alfa Aesar) and NH4OH (28 wt%, Alfa Aesar) as starting materials.
Precipitation was induced by dropwise addition of 28 wt% NH4OH to 0.4 M ZrCl4
solution until the pH reached 10. After aging for 30 minutes under strong stirring with a
magnetic stir bar, the precipitate was filtered and washed with an excess of deionized
water to remove chloride ions. The hydrous cake was then dried at 120 oC overnight.
Afterwards, the powder was calcined in a convection oven at 700 oC for 4 hours to
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produce ZrO2. The obtained powder was lightly ground with a mortar and pestle and
passed through a 60 mesh sieve.
2.1.2. Synthesis of ZrC powder. The synthesized ZrO2 and carbon black (BP1100, Cabot Corporation, Alpharetta, GA, USA) were batched with a molar ratio of
ZrO2:C=1:3 based on the stoichiometry of Reaction 1 and then ball-milled using zirconia
milling media and acetone for 24 hours. Afterwards, the slurry was dried by rotary
evaporation (Rotavapor R-124; Buchi, Flawil, Germany) at a temperature of 80o C, under
low vacuum (~27 kPa), and a rotation speed of 120 rpm. The dried powder was passed
through a 50-mesh sieve and pelletized by uniaxial pressing before carbothermal
reduction.
Solid state carbothermal reduction was conducted in a graphite element furnace
(3060-FP20, Thermal Technology, Santa Rosa, CA, USA) under vacuum conditions. The
mixed powder was heated from room temperature to 1800o C at a heating rate of
10oC/min, and dwell time of 6 hours.
𝑍𝑟𝑂2 + (2 + 𝑥 − 𝑦)𝐶 → 𝑍𝑟(𝐶𝑥 , 𝑂𝑦 ) + (2 − 𝑦)𝐶𝑂 ↑

(1)

2.1.3. Densification. A billet of ZrC was prepared by hot-pressing the synthesized
ZrC powder in a 25.4 mm cylindrical graphite die lined with BN-coated (SP-180 Cerac,
Milwaukie, WI) graphite foil (2010-A; Mineral Seal Corp, Tucson, Arizona). The powder
was loaded into the die and cold compacted in a uniaxial press at ~2MPa. The powder
was then heated under vacuum to 1600 0C with an average heating rate of 20 0C/min. At
that time, the furnace was backfilled with helium and a uniaxial pressure of 32 MPa was
applied. The furnace was then heated at 50 0C/min to 2200 0C. After 90 min at 2200°C,
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the furnace was cooled at ~50 0C/min. The load was removed when the die temperature
dropped below 1600 0C.
Following densification, the specimens for microscopy and ion irradiations were
cut parallel to the hot pressing direction with a slow-speed diamond saw. The surface of
the ZrC foils were then polished to a 0.25 μm mirror-finish using successively finer
diamond abrasives. After polishing, the specimens were ultrasonically cleaned with
ethanol for 15 min at room temperature.

2.2. ION IMPLANTATION
A rectangular ZrC foil (12 x 4 mm) was irradiated in the Ion Beam Materials
Laboratory (IBML UT-ORNL) at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville [20] with 10
MeV Au3+ ions at room temperature using a 3.0 MV tandem accelerator. The central
region of the ZrC foil (7x4 mm) was irradiated to a dose of 10 dpa. The ion beam was
defocused and rastered in the horizontal and vertical directions with the aim of producing
a region that was homogeneously irradiated. Beam homogeneity was verified by ioninduced luminescence from quartz targets and was found to be within 10% throughout
the irradiated area [21]. The ion flux was set at 7 ×1011 cm-2 s-1. Low beam current
densities in the range of 5 nA mm-2 were used to reduce any undesired effects or charge
accumulation on the samples [22]. The vacuum chamber pressure was below 10−7 torr
during ion irradiation. The Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter binary collision
approximation (BCA) code 2013 version (SRIM-2013) [23] was used to estimate the
displacement damage depth profile. Cascades were performed in quick-cascade mode
(simple Kinchin and Pease model) assuming a density of 6.71 g/cm3 for ZrC and
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threshold displacement energies of 37 eV for Zr and 16 eV for C [24]. To compare ion
and neutron irradiation results, the use of the quick Kinchin–Pease option in SRIM to
compute radiation damage exposure has been recommended within the nuclear
community [25]. The damage profile estimated from SRIM is determined by the sum of
the predicted vacancy concentrations (using 'Knock-Ons' from Au ions and 'Vacancies'
from target elements of Zr and C, together with the replacement collisions [26].
Assuming a bulk ZrC sample, the predicted damage profile in displacements per atom
(dpa) and the implanted Au ion profile are shown in Figure 1. The peak dose under 10
MeV Au irradiation is located around 1000 nm. The conversion factor from ion fluence
(1014 cm−2) to local dose in the ZrC foil under quick simulation was 0.8343 dpa.
Irradiations were performed with Au ions because of their relatively inert nature and
large nuclear stopping cross section, which enables a high damage rate per incident ion
while minimizing artifacts induced by the injected ions. The beam energy of 10 MeV was
chosen to obtain a relatively flat profile to a depth of 1 µm without appreciable effects of
implanted Au ions (Figure 1). Moreover, intermediate energy heavy ion irradiations
produce a displacement cascade density and morphology more similar to fission neutrons
than irradiation using light ions, which produces a more sparse sub-cascade morphology
[27].

2.3. MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION
The following subsections presents detailed information about the experimental
techniques that were used to investigate the specimens.
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2.3.1. Density and Chemical Analysis. The bulk density of the hot-pressed billet
was measured by the Archimedes’ method performed according to ASTM C73 using
distilled water as the immersing medium, [28]. The relative density was calculated by
dividing the Archimedes’ density by the estimated theoretical density of ZrC (𝜌=6.71
g/cm3). Chemical analyses for carbon, oxygen and nitrogen content were conducted by
the direct combustion method using infrared absorption detection. Carbon (CS600; Leco,
St. Joseph, MI), oxygen and nitrogen (TC500; Leco, St. Joseph, MI) contents were
measured by grinding part of the dense specimen to ~200 mesh. Three measurements
were conducted for each element to establish repeatability.
2.3.2. Grazing Incidence X-Ray Diffraction (GIXRD). Grazing incidence X-ray
diffraction measurements were performed to evaluate structural modifications in the near
surface region following ion irradiation. GIXRD profiles were collected on a
PANanlytical X’Pert Pro Multipurpose Diffractometer (MPD) fitted with a Cu X-ray tube
and an X’Celerator detector. Diffraction patterns were acquired in grazing incidence
geometry over the 2θ range 25-900 with a step size of 0.030 and counting time of 0.5 s at
each step. The scans were recorded at several incident angles between 0.5 and 50 in order
to probe microstructural changes at different mean penetration depths from 0.6 to 1.5 µm.
X-ray tube operation conditions were 40 kV and 40 mA.
2.3.3. Raman Spectroscopy. Raman measurements were collected using a
HORIBA Jobin Yvon LabRAM ARAMIS microRaman spectrometer (Horiba, Edison,
NJ). The specimens were excited by a 632 nm He/Ne laser focused to a spot 2-3 µm in
size on the sample using a 50x microscope objective lens. Raman spectra were acquired
in the backscattering geometry. The laser power was below 2 mW to prevent local
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heating of the sample. Five spectra were taken from each specimen, with all
measurements conducted at room temperature.
2.3.4. Electron Microscopy. A TEM lamella specimen was lifted out from the
center of the ion irradiated ZrC sample and mounted onto a copper Omniprobe TEM grid.
The TEM sample was prepared in a dual Focused Ion Beam-Scanning Electron
Microscope (FIB-SEM SciosTM DualBeamTM, FEI, Hillsboro, Oregon). A 15 μm
(width) × 10 μm (depth) rectangular lamella was then further thinned to electron
transparency by the FIB (~50 nm). The TEM lamella was investigated using a FEI Tecnai
TF30-FEG STwin STEM working at 300 kV. Bright field (BF) micrographs were
acquired to characterize the microstructure of the pristine and ion irradiated areas of the
specimen. In addition, energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) and electron energy
loss spectroscopy) (EELS) were used to characterize the element composition of the ion
implanted layer. For the electron irradiation experiments, the beam was stabilized at 9.5
A/cm2 and the column pressure remained at 1.18×10-5 Pa (8.9×10-8 torr). A beam
illumination area of 1.25 μm in diameter was used for e-beam irradiations. SAED
patterns were collected at various times to investigate the microstructural evolution
during electron irradiations. Centered dark field images were also captured using a
portion of the ring structure visible in the SAED patterns for the diffracted beam.
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3. RESULTS

3.1. DENSITY AND CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
The as-sintered ZrC pellet had a relative density of 95%. The carbon, oxygen and
nitrogen contents were 11.53, 0.821, and 0.0251 wt %, respectively.

3.2. GRAZING INCIDENCE X-RAY DIFFRACTION
Figure 2a) shows survey GIXRD patterns obtained from the as-sinetered ZrC
specimen. The patterns were acquired at ω values of 0.5, 1, 1.5, 3 and 5o to probe
microstructural changes from a layer on the surface of the specimen that was ~2.0 µm
thick. This thickness was selected because it corresponded to the range of the 10 MeV
Au3+ ions used in this work (see Figure 1). At all ω values, ZrCx with Fm3̅m crystal
structure (JCPDF card 35-0784) was the only phase detected and no extra peaks were
apparent.
GIXRD patterns were also acquired from the irradiated specimens as shown in Figure
2b. No new peaks were observed in any of the diffraction patterns. The irradiated specimen
only exhibited the expected peaks for ZrC at all ω values. Consequently, extensive
formation of ZrO2 did not occur during heavy ion irradiation of ZrC. Peak broadening and a
decrease in the peak intensity were observed upon ion irradiation. These concurrent changes
were indicative of structural distortion and heterogeneous microstrain produced by the
radiation induced defects. No significant peak shifts were observed before and after
irradiation, indicating low volumetric swelling of the ion irradiated ZrC.
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3.3. RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY
To further investigate any structural inhomogeneities in the pristine and irradiated ZrC
specimens, Raman spectra were collected (Figure 3). The spectrum of the unirradiated
specimen (Figure 3a) indicated the presence of four faint peaks in the 100-1000 cm-1 range,
denoted by A1 (204 cm-1), A2 (275 cm-1), O1 (515 cm-1), and O2 (600 cm-1). Those peaks
were attributed to the acoustic and optical phonon lines of ZrC1-x [29], indicating symmetry
breakdown. These phonon modes are forbidden in stoichiometric ZrC and only appear when
carbon vacancies are present. The low intensity Raman peaks suggested that the as-sintered
ZrC billet was slightly sub-stoichiometric before ion irradiation. Additionally, no Raman
peaks attributed to ZrO2 polymorphs were observed for the unirradiated specimen.
Upon heavy-ion irradiation, the four main peaks due to acoustical and optical phonons
were observed in the Raman spectrum. Compared to the virgin specimen, the intensity and
width of the defect-induced bands increased significantly in the ion-irradiated specimen
implying an increase in the number of carbon vacancies after irradiation [30]. No clear peak
shifting was observed in the ZrC1-x Raman bands upon irradiation. The absence of ZrO2
Raman peaks in the ion-irradiated spectrum suggested that the oxidation of ZrC did not occur
during heavy ion irradiation.

3.4. TEM ANALYSIS
TEM analysis was conducted on the ion irradiated specimen to determine the
microstructural changes induced by irradiation. Figure 4a shows a bright field image for the
specimen irradiated to a dose of 10 dpa at RT. Dislocation loops smaller than <8 nm were
visible in the irradiated microstructure. Similar defects had also been found in gold-irradiated
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ZrCx to fluences above 1015 cm--2 [9],[16]. After irradiation to 10 dpa at RT, SAED showed
that the Fm3̅m crystal structure of ZrCx remained unchanged (Figure 5a), corroborating the
high radiation-induced- amorphization (RIA) resistance of this material. Aside from ZrC, no
distinguishable diffraction signals of nanocrystalline ZrO2 or other secondary phases were
apparent in the SAED pattern acquired immediately after focusing the electron beam in the
ion-irradiated area. However, diffuse rings started to appear in SAED patterns when the
analyzed area was continuously exposed to the electron beam. This indicated that
microstructural modifications occurred in the analyzed specimen during TEM examination.
3.4.1. Electron Beam Irradiations. The effect of the electron irradiation beam in
irradiated and unirradiated ZrC grains is discussed next.
3.4.1.1. Ion irradiated ZrC grain. To further evaluate the effects of the e-beam on
the TEM specimen, in situ electron irradiation experiments were conducted over different
areas of the irradiated sample. Figure 5 shows a sequence of SAED patterns acquired at
selected times during the electron irradiation of a ZrC grain implanted with 10 MeV Au3+
ions. The area selected for this experiment was located about 1 µm from the top surface
and far away from grain boundaries where defect-denuded zones are usually observed.
The first diffraction pattern (Figure 5a) was obtained immediately after focusing the
electron beam in the ion-irradiated area and was comprised only of ZrC diffraction spots.
No extra diffraction rings or spots were apparent in the SAED pattern at the beginning of
the e-beam irradiation. After 30 minutes of exposure to the electron beam, weak
diffraction rings were observed in the SAED pattern as illustrated in Figure 5b. Increased
beam time resulted in a sharpening of the diffraction rings (Figure 5c). From their relative
radii, the diffraction rings did not correspond to interplanar distances of the initial ZrC
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cubic phase. Examination of the powder diffraction file database showed that the
interplanar distances matched well with tetragonal zirconia (t-ZrO2 , space group
P42/nmc, tetragonal crystal system with lattice parameters a=3.6 Å and b=5.19 Å)
according to the card PDF 050 1089. HRTEM and the corresponding Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) images acquired from the electron irradiated area (Figure 6), further
confirmed the existence of t-ZrO2. The FFT pattern corresponding to the electron irradiated
area (Figure 6b) showed incomplete rings of dots that were indicative of nanocrystalline tZrO2. The discretization of the diffraction rings suggested that the nanoprecipitates were
formed by homogeneous nucleation and were randomly oriented with respect to the ZrC
matrix. The oxide crystallite analyzed is indicated by the red box in Figure 6a. The
acquired FFT pattern (Figure 6c) matched well with the simulated diffraction pattern of
t-ZrO2.
In order to investigate the distribution of the t-ZrO2 precipitates in the specimen,
dark field (DF) images were acquired on the e-beam irradiated area. Figure 5d shows a DF
micrograph taken from a selected part of the diffraction ring as indicated by the circled zone in
the inset diffraction pattern. A high density of bright precipitates distributed throughout the
ZrC matrix could be observed upon e-beam irradiation. The t-ZrO2 precipitates had equiaxial
shapes with equivalent diameters between 5 and 10 nm. Unfortunately, detailed compositional
mapping of the nanoprecipitates could not be conducted via STEM/EDX due to the small size
of the precipitates (< 10 nm). However, EDX analysis on the irradiated area revealed the
presence of Zr, C and O in the specimen (Figure S1). Evidence of oxygen content was also
obtained by EELS analysis (Figure S2), which has a higher sensitivity for light elements.
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Further changes were observed in the diffraction pattern after electron-irradiation
times of more than 1 hour. Figure 7a shows the SAED pattern obtained after about 100
min of electron irradiation. In addition to the oxide rings detected before, a new intense
ring was observed in the DP. The corresponding interplanar distance associated with this
new ring was 1.80 Å, which could be indexed to either t-ZrO2 (001) or graphite (102)
planes. The formation of graphite cannot be ruled out considering that e-beam induced
decarburization of transition metal carbides (TMCs) had been reported previously. [31].
A dark field image taken using a portion of the most intense diffraction ring, revealed a
high density of nanometric precipitates distributed across the e-beam irradiated area
(Figure 7b). Finally, to verify the extension of the microstructural changes induced by the
electron irradiation, diffraction analysis was conducted in the area immediately adjacent to
the e-beam irradiated region. The lack of diffraction rings in the SAED pattern acquired in
this area confirmed that the microstructural changes occurred only in the electron irradiated
area and did not extend beyond it (Figure 7c).
3.4.1.2. Unirradiated ZrC grain. The effects of e-beam irradiation were also
investigated in areas of the TEM foil that did not undergo ion-irradiation. In this case, the
region selected for e-beam exposure was a ZrC grain located about 5 µm below the ion
implantation range of the 10 MeV Au3+ ions (see SRIM profile in Figure 1). Figure 8a
shows a bright field image taken at the [110] zone axis of the unirradiated ZrC grain.
Although minor FIB damage was observed in some regions, most of the area looked
pristine without any type of dislocation loops. The FIB damage observed in the selected
grain appeared as small black dots (<4 nm) and had a low surface density (<1015 m-2).
This defect density was considered negligible compared to the defect density observed in
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the ion-irradiated region. Figure 8 b), c), and d) show a sequence of SAED patterns
acquired at selected times during electron irradiation of the pristine grain. Aside from
ZrC, no distinguishable diffraction rings or extra diffraction spots were observed in the
SAED patterns as the e-beam irradiation progressed. This result suggested that no
secondary phases were formed in pristine grain after the e-beam exposure. Moreover, the
lattice parameter of ZrC did not measurably change during e-beam exposure, indicating
that minimum radiation damage was introduced in the pristine ZrC grain. Additionally,
EELS spectrum acquired on the grain after e-beam exposure showed characteristic peaks
for C and Zr; however, no discernible oxygen peak was observed in the spectrum (Figure
8b).
3.4.2. EELS Analysis. Possible changes in the local chemical environments of C
and Zr atoms induced by irradiation were investigated by EELS spectra obtained in the
energy range E=270-370 eV for three different areas of the FIB cut: 1) virgin ZrC grain,
2) an ion-irradiated ZrC grain, and 3) an ion and electron-irradiated grain (Figure 9). For
comparison purposes, each spectrum was normalized by dividing the whole spectrum by
the edge intensity at 294 eV as proposed by Jeanne-Rose et al. [32]. The carbon K-edge
presented a similar fine structure in the different areas. No changes in the onset of the
carbon K-edge position, nor in the post-edge shape were seen in the spectra. This
observation indicated that the binding energy of C atoms did not vary regardless of
irradiation. Previous work by Craven et al. [33] reported modifications in the C K-edge
shape for electron-irradiated transition metal carbides. These changes in peak shape were
𝑠𝑝2

attributed to variations in the relative hybridization (i.e., the (𝑠𝑝3) ratio) of the C atoms.
In the present work, minimal changes were observed in the C K-edge shape for the
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examined areas. However, a monochromated EELS (ELNES) analysis with optimized
energy resolution could be used to investigate changes in the of C K-edge shape with
higher accuracy. As for Zr atoms, the Zr M23-edges position remained unchanged for all
analyzed regions. This indicated that the electronic structure of Zr atoms was the same in all
areas regardless of irradiation. A closer comparison of the Zr M23-edges for the different
spectra showed that the intensity of the M2 peak was increased slightly after e-beam
irradiation (Figure 9c). The intensity of the core-level EELS is proportional to the number of
the corresponding atoms in the exposed area [34]. Therefore, the increment in the intensity of
the M2 peak suggested that Zr enrichment occurred in the ion irradiated area that was
continuously exposed to the electron beam. This could be attributed to removal of carbon
atoms from the sample leaving behind an increasingly sub-stoichiometric composition in the
electron irradiated area. Similar decarburization effects had been previously observed in
other transition metal carbides after prolong e-beam exposure in a TEM instrument such
as TiC and VC [31], [35].

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. ION IRRADIATION
The microstructural evolution of ion irradiated ZrCx observed in this work is in good
agreement with previous reports. At 10 dpa, dislocation loops were the only type of
microstructural defect observed in bright field micrographs (Figure 4), indicating that
interstitial clustering drives the radiation response of ZrCx at room temperature. Compositional
TEM analysis of the ion irradiated specimen showed that oxygen enrichment occurred in the
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ion implanted layer. This is consistent with previous studies that have found evidence of
oxygen enrichment in the near surface of ion implanted ZrCx [36]. Despite the local
increase in oxygen content, no new oxide phases were formed during ion implantation. At
room temperature, the oxygen activity in the vacuum environment in which irradiation was
conducted is likely too low for oxidation, but high enough to allow dissolution of oxygen
atoms into the defective microstructure. The dissolved oxygen atoms presumably occupy to
carbon vacancies that were either generated during ion irradiation or present in the as-prepared
ceramic.

4.2. ELECTRON IRRADIATION
The results presented in Figure 5 indicated that t-ZrO2 nanocrystals formed during
electron beam exposure of the ion-irradiated ZrC foil. Interestingly, the oxide nanoprecipitates
only formed in pre-damaged areas of the TEM lamella that were continuously exposed to the
electron beam. This behavior suggests that both the electron beam and the microstructure of
the ZrCx matrix play a role in the formation of the oxide precipitates. To explain the
microstructural changes observed in this work, it is necessary to consider the effects of
electron-specimen interactions that may drive the oxidation process during electron
irradiation. These effects include radiolysis (ionization damage), electron beam heating, and
knock-on displacements. Due to the high electrical conductivity of ZrCx ceramics, radiolysis
damage is expected to be negligible during electron irradiation. Thus, only electron beam
heating and knock-on displacements effects are discussed below.
The inelastic scattering of electrons produces a local temperature increase in the
specimen during TEM observations [37]. This temperature rise can facilitate thermally-
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activated processes such as diffusion and oxidation reactions. Given its high chemical
reactivity with oxygen, thermal oxidation of ZrCx can occur inside the TEM chamber, if
the temperature necessary for this process is reached in the microscope. Previous work on
thermal oxidation studies of ZrCx in low Po2 atmospheres has shown that oxidation
begins at ~300o C [17]. According to Fisher and Jencic’s model [38], the maximum
temperature rise ∆𝑇 associated with electron irradiation is given by:
𝐼

∆𝐸

𝑏

∆𝑇 = 𝜋𝜅𝑒 ( 𝑑 ) ln (𝑟 )
𝑜

(2)

where 𝐼 is the beam current, 𝜅 is the thermal conductivity of the sample, 𝑒 is the electron
charge, 𝑟𝑜 is the effective radius of the heat sink, 𝑏 is the radius of the TEM sample, ∆𝐸
is the total energy loss by the electron in a sample of thickness 𝑑. Electron energy loss of
ZrC is 1.5 ev/nm at 300 keV, which is negligible compared to the initial energy of the
incident electrons. As a result,

∆𝐸
𝑑

is assumed to be constant and given by the stopping

𝑑𝐸

power of the incident electrons 𝑑𝑥 . In this study, electron irradiations were conducted in
both ion-irradiated and pristine ZrCx grains that had very different microstructures
(Figure 4 and 8). Since the thermal properties depend on microstructure, different values
of thermal conductivity are expected for the ion-irradiated and pristine areas of the ZrCx
foil. To calculate the e-beam heating effect for the pristine region, a thermal conductivity
value of 𝜅𝑎𝑣 = 26

𝑊
𝑚𝐾

was used. This value corresponded to average of the thermal

conductivity values reported in the literature for near stoichiometric ZrC [39] [40]. Based
on this assumption, the maximum temperature increase in the pristine area was estimated
to be less than 1 𝐾 under the e-beam irradiation conditions used in this work (𝐼 = 6 𝑛𝐴,
𝑑𝐸

𝑒𝑉

𝑏 = 1.5 𝑚𝑚, 𝑟𝑜 = 100 𝑛𝑚, and 𝑑𝑥 = 1.055 𝑛𝑚). On the other hand, a significant
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reduction in the thermal conductivity of ZrCx is expected for the ion-implanted area
because of the high density of dislocation loops and carbon vacancies present in this
region (Figure 3 and 4). Previous studies have reported a reduction of more than 60% in
the thermal conductivity for ion irradiated ZrCx [41],[42]. If a similar level of thermal
degradation were assumed in this work, then the maximum temperature rise in the ion
implanted regions would be ~3 𝐾. Consequently, it was concluded that the temperature
increment induced by e-beam irradiation is insufficient to produce thermal oxidation of
ZrCx under irradiation with 300 keV electrons.
Alternatively, knock-on atomic displacements can also occur during TEM
examination with energetic electrons [37]. In this case, atoms might be permanently
displaced from their normal lattice positions, if the energy that they receive through
elastic collisions surpasses their threshold displacement energy 𝐸𝑑 . According to the
elastic collision model, the maximum energy transferred from the electron beam to the
target atoms by elastic collisions is given by:
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥 =

2𝐸(𝐸+2𝑚𝑐 2 )
𝑀𝑐 2

(3)

where 𝐸 is the energy of the incident electron, 𝑚 is the mass of the electron, 𝑀 is the
mass of the atom, and 𝑐 is the speed of light. Figure 10a) shows the calculated 𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥 for
Zr, C and O atoms over a range of incident electron energies up to 400 keV. Oxygen
atoms were included in the displacement calculations because EDX and EELS analyses
indicated the presence of oxygen in the ion implanted layer (Figure S1). The horizontal
lines 1 and 2 in Figure 10a correspond to the average displacement energy 𝐸𝑑 for the C
and Zr sublattice in ZrC determined by ab-initio methods [24]. The incident electron
beam used in this work had an energy of 300 keV, which could transfer a maximum
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energy of 9 eV to Zr atoms and 71 eV to C atoms. Since the threshold displacement
energy for Zr atoms is much higher than that received under irradiation with 300 keV
electrons, the direct displacement of Zr atoms should not occur in ZrC during TEM
examination. On the other hand, the threshold displacement energy for carbon atoms is
lower than that transferred by elastic collision with 300 keV electrons. Hence, direct
knock-on displacement of carbon atoms is likely to happen when a ZrC foil is analyzed
with a 300 keV e-beam.
Concerning the oxygen atoms, no experimental or theoretical values of 𝐸𝑑 for
oxygen in zirconium oxycarbides (ZrCxOy) were found in the literature. However, as a
reference value, the threshold displacement energy for oxygen in most oxides falls at
values around 40 eV [43]. In contrast to most oxides, vacancy-enhanced displacement
occurs in transition metal carbides due to the presence of carbon vacancies. This mechanism
significantly reduces the threshold displacement energy of carbon atoms because they can
be transferred directly into neighboring vacant sites. Since oxygen atoms also occupy
carbon vacancy sites, it is reasonable to assume that 𝐸𝑑 for oxygen in zirconium
oxycarbides is lower than in oxides (< 40 eV). Thus, oxygen atoms can be also displaced
by elastic collision with 300 keV electrons.
The most energetic displaced carbon and oxygen atoms can, in turn, transfer
energy to zirconium atoms through cascade collisions. In this case, the maximum energy
transfer to zirconium atoms by primary carbon and oxygen recoils is given by:
4𝑀𝑍𝑟 𝑀𝑥

𝑍𝑟
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥
= (𝑀

2
𝑍𝑟 +𝑀𝑥 )

𝑥
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥

(4)

where 𝑀𝑍𝑟 is the mass of the zirconium atom, 𝑀𝑥 is the mass of carbon or oxygen atoms,
𝑥
and 𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥
is the maximum energy of carbon and oxygen atoms as calculated from Eqn.
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(3). Figure 10b presents the maximum recoil energies for Zr atoms after secondary
collisions with primary displaced carbon and oxygen atoms. Based on these results, 300
keV electrons cannot displace Zr atoms through secondary collisions with primary carbon
and oxygen recoils. Thus, the energy received by zirconium atoms from the incident
electron beam will increase the temperature of the specimen, leaving the Zr sublattice
undisturbed.
The carbon and oxygen atoms that are displaced by the energetic electrons can
diffuse throughout the TEM specimen due to radiation-enhanced diffusion (RED) effects.
According to the RED theory, the diffusion of atoms is directly related to the
concentration of microstructural defects [44]. Therefore, it can be expected that the RED
effects will be enhanced in the ion implanted region of the ZrC foil, where a higher
concentration of vacancies and dislocations exists (Figure 3 and 4). This difference in
diffusion properties could explain why microstructural changes were observed only in the
ion implanted region of the TEM lamella during electron irradiation (Figure 5), and not in
the pristine areas (Figure 8). Because the TEM foil is essentially two-dimensional, the
displaced atoms can only diffuse and accumulate on the surface of the specimen. As a
result, oxygen and carbon enrichment might occur in regions near the foil’s surface as the
electron irradiation proceeds. Eventually, if the local oxygen concentration exceeds the
solubility limit in the matrix, radiation-induced precipitation occurs.
The e-beam induced precipitation of ZrO2 nanocrystals could also be influenced
by the level of oxygen in the electron irradiated area. In this study, a higher oxygen
content was detected in the ion implanted regions of the TEM foil compared to the
pristine areas (Figure S2). This implies that more oxygen atoms could be displaced and
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diffuse towards the foil surface during e-beam irradiation of the ion-implanted areas.
With more oxygen atoms reaching the foil surface, it is more likely that the oxygen
solubility limit will be surpassed, and oxide will form after e-beam illumination for a
certain period of time.
During electron irradiation of the ion-implanted areas in the TEM foil, it was noted
that the oxide diffraction rings appeared diffuse at the beginning and became sharper as
the electron irradiation continued (Figure 5). This behavior suggests that the nucleation of
the oxide precipitates is probably assisted by electron induced crystallization. Radiationinduced-crystallization (RIC) has been previously observed in amorphous ZrO2 [45],
[46]. The transition from amorphous domains to crystalline ZrO2 is likely promoted by
the atomic rearrangements induced by knock-on collisions and other electronic
excitations during e-beam irradiation. However, the details of this transition will be
studied in future work. The indexing of the diffraction rings also indicated that the oxide
precipitates were t-ZrO2. Previous work has shown that tetragonal zirconia is
energetically favorable as the grain size decreases below a critical value of 15 nm [47].
Interestingly, evidence of decarburization in the electron irradiated area was also
observed after prolonged exposure to the e- beam (> 60 min). A similar phenomenon was
reported in electron irradiated TiC by Das et al. [31]. Decarburization of transition metal
carbides can lead to the formation of ordered superstructures, which produce extra
diffraction spots in the SAED patterns. In this study, no extra diffraction spots were
observed during electron irradiation of the ion-implanted areas. This indicates that
carbon ordering did not take place during electron irradiation at room temperature, likely
due to the high density of microstructural defects present in ion-implanted areas. Lastly,
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it is also worth noting that the formation of oxide precipitates occurred before the
decarburization of the foil. This suggests that the oxygen atoms diffuse faster towards the
surface of the foil than the carbon atoms. A possible explanation for this behavior can be
attributed to the presence of dislocations in the ion implanted area, which can provide fast
pathways for the diffusion of oxygen atoms. Furthermore, the dislocation loops and
carbon vacancies can also serve as a sink for the displaced carbon atoms and prevent their
transport towards the surface. This process might be assisted by electron Ionizing effects
that promote redistribution of atoms in different types of traps (defects, grain boundaries,
etc.) in ceramics materials.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Sequential ion-electron irradiations of ZrCx were conducted with 10 MeV Au3+ ions
and 300 keV electrons to investigate the effects of defects produced during ion irradiation
on the response of ZrCx to successive electron irradiation. After ion irradiation of bulk
ZrCx, TEM observations revealed that dislocations loops were formed in the ion
implanted layer. Additionally, Raman analysis showed an increase in the number of
carbon vacancies following ion irradiation. Subsequent electron irradiation of the preimplanted ZrCx foil resulted in the formation of nanosized tetragonal ZrO2 precipitates
(5-10 nm) on the surface of the TEM lamella. The discretization of the oxide diffraction
rings suggested that the nanoprecipitates were formed by homogeneous nucleation and
were randomly oriented with respect to the ZrC matrix. The mechanism leading to the
formation of ZrO2 precipitates was elucidated based on analysis of the electron-specimen
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interactions. It is proposed that ZrO2 precipitates formed through a knock-on
displacement of the oxygen atoms present in the ion implanted layer. The displaced
atoms were subsequently transported towards the surface of the TEM foil, likely assisted
by radiation-enhanced diffusion effects and momentum transfer during e-beam
irradiation, where oxide precipitation occurs. The results highlight the electron beam
sensitivity of ion implanted ZrCx and indicate that high-energy electron irradiation of predamaged ZrCx foils can induce further modification in the microstructure and chemical
composition of the specimen. The outcomes of this work increase the understanding of the
microstructural response of ZrCx ceramics to different types of radiation provide new insight
into the inadvertent effects of the electron beam during TEM analysis of in-situ and ex-situ
ion irradiated ZrCx.
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Figure 1. Depth profile of damage level using SRIM Kinchin and Pease calculations, and
Au concentration as a function of depth for a fluence of 3.59×1015 cm-2

Figure 2. GIXRD diffraction patterns obtained from ZrC a) before, and b) after ion
irradiation at room temperature.
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Figure 3. Raman spectra for the pristine and ion irradiated specimens.

Figure 4. (a) Bright field overview of the ion irradiated ZrC along [110] zone axis, and
(b) magnified bright field image showing dislocation loops in the ion implanted layer.
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Figure 5. SAD pattern from ion irradiated ZrC (a) initially, (b) after 30 min, and (c) after
60 min of electron irradiation; (d) dark field imageafter 60 min of electron beam exposure
showing some bright ZrO2 precipitates (indicated by arrows).

Figure 6. (a) HR-TEM image and ( b) FFT pattern of the ion irradiated area after 60 min
of electron beam exposure; (c) Experimental FFT of precipitate (red box) and simulated
electron diffraction pattern based on the tetragonal structure of ZrO2.
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Figure 7. (a) SAD pattern from the ion irradiated ZrC area after 100 min of electron beam
exposure, (b) overview dark field image showing the precipitates formed after electron
irradiation; (c) SAD pattern acquired in the ion irradiated area adjacent to the e-beam
irradiated region.

Figure 8. (a) Bright field micrograph of the pristine ZrC grain showing minor FIB
damage; (b) EELS spectra of pristine ZrC grain after e-beam exposure; SAD pattern from
pristine (c) initially, (d) after 30 min, and (e) after 60 min of electron irradiation.
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Figure 9. EELS spectrum from ZrC grains obtained (a) from the pristine area, (b) ionirradiated area, and (c) ion-implanted area after 100 min of electron beam exposure.

Figure 10. (a) Maximum energy transfer to atoms by electrons, (b) maximum energy
transfer to Zr atoms by primary carbon and oxygen recoils.
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Figure S1. Elemental mapping of the ion implanted area obtained by STEM-EDX after
ion irradiation with 10 MeV Au3+ to 10 dpa.

Figure S2. EELS spectrum from ion irradiated ZrC grain after electron beam exposure.
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SECTION

3. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this dissertation was to investigate the microstructural evolution of
ZrCx ceramics under ion and electron irradiation conditions. In the first part of the thesis,
efforts were made to characterize the microstructure of ZrCx irradiated with 10 MeV
Au3+ ions up to doses of 30 displacement per atoms (dpa) at 800 oC. To date, most of the
studies on irradiated ZrCx have only focused on the low dose (< 5 dpa), low temperature
(25 ºC) irradiation regime. Thus, the results of the first part of the dissertation contribute
to extend the current state of knowledge of the irradiation response of ZrCx at conditions
that are relevant to the operation of advanced Gen-IV gas-cooled nuclear reactors.
Post-irradiation examination (PIE) of the ion-irradiated specimens was conducted
using a complementary set of techniques (transmission electron microscopy, X-ray
diffraction, and Raman spectroscopy) to provide a more comprehensive view of the
irradiation response of ZrCx ceramics. The results indicated that ZrCx did not amorphize
at doses up to 30 dpa, confirming its superior radiation stability. Coarsening of the
defective microstructure, as a function of dose, was revealed by transmission electron
microscopy analysis. Black dot defects were observed at low doses (0.5 dpa), and tangled
dislocation networks were formed at 5 dpa. Beyond this dose, little change was observed
in the irradiated microstructure, which suggested that a balance had been reached
between irradiation damage buildup and dynamic annealing of defects. Diffraction
analysis showed a change in the defect structure occurred at doses close to ~2.5 dpa. This
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change was attributed to coalescence of dislocation loops and formation of dislocation
networks. The evolution of lattice parameter with dose indicated that uptake of
adventitious oxygen could occur in specimens irradiated at high doses. Oxygen uptake
might be assisted by radiation-enhanced diffusion processes by the changing
microstructure (i.e. pipe diffusion at high doses). Raman spectroscopy analysis indicated
an increase in non-stochiometry after irradiaton, due to an increase in carbon vacancies
produced by the irradiation.
Additionally, concurrent oxidation of ZrCx occured during ion irradiation at
800 oC. Nanosized, discrete ZrO2 nodules were observed to grow over the surface of
ZrCx. No amorphization of the ZrO2 precipitates was observed at doses up to 15 dpa,
confirming the high radiation resistance of ZrO2 phase. Concomitant reduction in size
and surface coverage of the oxide nodules was observed at high doses, indicating that
radiation-induced processes could enhance the dissolution of oxide precipitates under
irradiation conditions. Morphological changes were also observed in the irradiated oxide
nodules as a function dose. At doses above 2.5 dpa, the oxide islands became more
faceted and exhibited diffuse oxide/matrix interfaces. Furthermore, nucleation and
growth of cavities was observed within the oxide nodules irradiated to 2.5 dpa and above.
These results shed light on the complex in-service oxidation of ZrCx in high temperature
nuclear reactors and provide information that will enable better design and safe operation
of the next generation of nuclear power systems.
In the second part of the dissertation, the microstructural evolution of ZrCx under
sequential ion-electron irradiation conditions was investigated. First, bulk ion irradiation
of ZrCx was conducted with 10 MeV Au3+ ions at room temperature. TEM analysis of the
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ion-irradiated specimen revealed that dislocations loops were formed in the ion implanted
layer. Additionally, Raman analysis showed an increase in the number of carbon
vacancies following ion irradiation. Subsequent electron irradiation of the pre-implanted
ZrCx foil in the TEM instrument resulted in the formation of nanosized tetragonal ZrO2
precipitates (5-10 nm diameter) on the surface of the lamella. The discretization of the
oxide diffraction rings in the SAED patterns suggested that the nanoprecipitates were
formed by homogeneous nucleation and were randomly oriented with respect to the ZrCx
matrix. The mechanism leading to the formation of ZrO2 precipitates was elucidated based
on analysis of the electron-specimen interactions. It is proposed that ZrO2 precipitates
formed through a knock-on displacement of the oxygen atoms present in the ion
implanted layer. The displaced atoms are subsequently transported towards the surface of
the TEM foil, likely assisted by radiation-enhanced diffusion effects and momentum
transfer during e-beam irradiation, where oxide precipitation occurs.
Overall, the work presented in this dissertation led the authors to the following
conclusions:
1. Even though ZrCx ceramics exhibit high radiation resistance up to doses of 30 dpa
at 800 ºC, precautions must be taken to prevent its oxidation during reactor
operation. Given the high thermodynamic driving force for oxidation of ZrCx,
reactors components based on ZrCx will be oxidize when expose to impure helium
coolant. Thus, it would be necessary to develop composites with improved
oxidation resistance or suitable environmental barrier coatings that will be capable
of protecting the structural integrity of ZrCx under normal operation conditions of
Gen-IV gas-cooled reactors.
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2. The results of the second part of the dissertation highlight the electron beam
sensitivity of ion implanted ZrCx. High-energy electron irradiation of pre-damaged
ZrCx foils can induce further modification in the microstructure and chemical
composition of the specimen. Therefore, precautions must be taken to prevent the
incorporation of inadvertent effects during TEM analysis of in-situ and ex-situ ion
irradiated ZrCx.
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4. FUTURE WORK

Several suggestions are presented in this section for advancing understanding of
the radiation response of ZrCx ceramics:
1. It was discovered that oxygen uptake occurs during high temperature ion irradiation
of ZrCx. More research is needed to understand the mechanisms driving the oxygen
incorporation into the substrate. This effort will likely require the combination of
experiments and simulations. Understanding the mechanisms of oxygen-uptake
will be valuable for engineering optimal ion irradiation techniques that prevent
and/or alleviate oxygen uptake in sensitive materials such as ZrCx. Developing high
fidelity ion irradiations is essential to evaluate the response to irradiation of core
materials.
2. It has been shown that concurrent oxidation occurs during ion irradiation of ZrCx
at 800 ºC. It is recommended to conducting additional irradiation experiments at
various temperatures and doses to provide a better understanding of the oxidation
mechanism of ZrCx under irradiation conditions. Additionally, future analysis of
the oxidation islands should perform atomic force microscopy (AFM)
measurements to obtain a 3D reconstruction of the oxide islands. This will enable
evaluate the dimensions and faceting of the oxide nodules accurately. Such
parameters can be used as input/validation parameters in future simulations models
of ZrCx oxidation.
3. Raman analysis in transverse TEM lift-out specimens. In the current work, Raman
measurements were conducted on the surface of the ion-irradiated specimens. Since
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the Raman penetration depth is strongly dependent on laser power and the
material’s optical density, it is difficult to know accurately if the Raman signal
originated from the near surface area, peak damage area, or non-irradiated area of
the ion-irradiated specimen. Therefore, to overcome this issue and obtain a more
accurate knowledge of the distribution of carbon vacancies along the implantation
profile, it is recommended to perform Raman analysis on transverse cross section
obtained by FIB lift-out.
4. The structure of the ion irradiated ZrCx was characterized by TEM analysis to a
limited extent. It is recommended to perform a detailed TEM analysis of the defect
population (e.g. dislocation type and nature) and change in chemical properties
(such as radiation induced segregation) as a function of dose. The knowledge of the
defect characteristics including loop nature, Burgers vectors, and habit or slip
planes, will constitute a significant step to better understand and predict the
behavior of ZrC under irradiation conditions.
5. It is also recommended to perform in-situ ion irradiation in thin foil ZrCx
specimens to investigate the mechanism of radiation-induced oxygen segregation.
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ZrCX WITH LOW Hf-CONTENT
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ABSTRACT

Zirconium Carbide (ZrCx) powder with low Hf content (~400 ppm) was
synthesized by carbothermal reduction of ZrO2 with carbon black. The synthesized powder
was hot-pressed without any sintering additives at 2200 ºC to produce ZrCx ceramics with
relative density >95%. Microstructural analysis revealed ZrCx monoliths with a mean grain
size of 4.2 µm and residual carbon and oxycarbide inclusions. The formation of carbon and
oxygen-rich inclusions was attributed to the presence residual free carbon and oxide
contaminants in the starting ZrCx powder. Raman analysis evidenced structural
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reorganization of free carbon into the disordered graphite inclusions during hot pressing.
Additionally, transmission electron microscopy analysis of the oxycarbide inclusions
showed a complex core-shell structure, which exhibited compositional differences between
the core and shell regions. The results of this work provide new insights into role of the
main impurities on the microstructural evolution of ZrCx ceramics during densification.
Keyworks: ZrCx, Hot Pressing, Microstructure, XRD, Raman, EBSD, TEM
* Corresponding author:
Email:grahamjose@mst.edu

1. INTRODUCTION

Zirconium Carbide (ZrCx) is a promising inert matrix fuel (IMF) matrix material
for advanced gas-cooled fast reactors (GFR) [1]. This type of Gen-IV nuclear reactor is
designed to operate at a nominal temperature of 1400 ºC and has the unique ability to
burn long-lived transuranic elements and fission products [2]. As a potential inert matrix
fuel for GFR, ZrCx exhibits several advantages over both oxide and metal matrix
alternatives. Foremost of these advantages include: high melting point (Tm=3420o C) [3],
outstanding mechanical properties [4], higher thermal and electrical conductivities than
SiC [5], resistance to fission product attack [6], low neutron absorption cross section [7],
and microstructural stability under irradiation conditions [8], [9], [10].
ZrCx is known for its poor sinterability due to its highly covalent bonding
character and low self-diffusion coefficients [11], [12], [13]. Consequently, high
temperatures (e.g., >2000°C) and pressure assisted methods are usually needed to
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produce dense monolithic ZrCx ceramics with the required structural properties for
nuclear applications. Different sintering methods have been used to fabricate dense ZrCx
bodies including reactive and non-reactive hot-pressing [14], spark plasma sintering
(SPS) [15], pressureless sintering (PLS) [16] , and arc melting [17]. Among these
methods, SPS and hot-pressing of ZrCx powders produced by the carbothermal reduction
are the most suitable routes for large scale production. Examination of the microstructure
morphology, equilibrium phase behavior [18], thermomechanical properties [19],
[20],[21], fission product release [22], [23], and oxidation behavior [24], [25] of ZrCx
ceramics has been previously reported. Furthermore, several studies have been conducted
to understand the microstructural evolution of ZrCx ceramics under different types of
irradiation such as neutron [10], heavy ions [9], [26], [27] and protons [8], [28].
Certainly, the historic data on ZrCx have provided insightful into the behavior of ZrCx
that is pertinent to its use as inert matrix fuel in GFRs. However, a careful examination of
the literature shows that it lacked detailed structural and chemical compositional
assessment of the pre-irradiated ZrCx specimens, preventing a complete understanding of
irradiation behavior of ZrCx. Most of the previous work has been conducted on ZrC
ceramics produced from commercially available powders with quantitative analysis
rarely reported.
One of the main limitations of the previous work on ZrCx is the lack of detailed
chemical analysis for Hafnium (Hf) content. Hafnium is a ubiquitous substitutional
impurity in zirconium precursors that is difficult to separate because of its chemical
similarity to zirconium [29]. Application in GFRs have a stringent specification limit for
Hf content in inert fuel matrices due to its deleterious effects in the neutronic and thermal
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properties of ZrCx ceramics. Hf has a high thermal neutron absorption cross-section and
resonance integral that affect the neutron economy in a nuclear reactor [30]. Moreover,
the presence of substitutional Hf impurities (HfZr) in ZrCx will degrade the phonon
contribution to the thermal conductivity due to the large mass difference between Hf and
Zr and resulting enhancement in phonon scattering [31], [32]. Microstructural changes
might also be induced by the presence of Hf impurities in ZrCx. In this regard, the
combination of Hf impurities in ZrCx and the temperatures typically used for synthesis
may either inhibit formation of other phases in the Zr-C system or result in relaxation to
disordered states that remain metastable when the system is cooled to room temperature.
Therefore, to provide a more fundamental understanding of the thermal and structural
properties of ZrCx before and after irradiation, it is essential to fabricate high purity ZrCx
ceramics with low Hf content and perform a comprehensive characterization of the
resulting microstructure.
The purpose of this study was to characterize the microstructure of hot-pressed ZrCx
ceramics with low Hf-content.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. SAMPLE PREPARATION
This section describes the preparation route of the powder and the densification
conditions used to fabricate the ZrC billets.
2.1.1 Synthesis of ZrO2 precursor. High purity ZrO2 powders with low Hf
content were synthesized by precipitation using ZrCl4 (Reactor grade, >99.5% metal
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basis, Alfa Aesar) and NH4OH (28 %, Alfa Aesar) as starting materials. Precipitation
was induced by dropwise addition of 28% NH4OH to 0.4 M aqueous ZrCl4 solution until
the pH reached 10. After aging for 30 minutes under strong magnetic stirring, the
precipitate was filtered and washed with deionized water to remove chloride ions. The
hydrous cake was then dried at 120 oC overnight. Afterwards, the powder was calcined in
a convection oven at 700 oC for 4 hours to produce ZrO2. The obtained powder was
lightly ground with a mortar and pestle and passed through a 60 mesh sieve.
2.1.2. Synthesis of ZrC powder. The synthesized ZrO2 and carbon black (BP1100, Cabot Corporation, Alpharetta, GA, USA) powders were used as starting materials
for ZrC synthesis. The starting powders were batched with a molar ratio of ZrO2:C=1:3.
This composition was selected to produce a ZrC ceramics with a C/Zr=1 stoichiometry,
which is the target stoichiometry of the ZrC fuel development program in the United
States [10]. The powder mixture was ball-milled using zirconia milling media and
acetone for 24 hours. Afterwards, the slurry was dried by rotary evaporation (Rotavapor
R-124; Buchi, Flawil, Germany) at a temperature of 80 oC, under low vacuum (~27 kPa),
and at a rotation speed of 120 rpm. The dried powder was passed through a 50-mesh
sieve and pelletized by uniaxial pressing before carbothermal reduction.
Solid state carbothermal reduction was conducted in a graphite element furnace
(3060-FP20, Thermal Technology, Santa Rosa, CA, USA) under mild vacuum conditions
(~20 Pa). The mixed powder was heated from room temperature to 1800 oC at a heating
rate of 10 oC/min, and dwell time of 6 hours to promote the reaction:
𝑍𝑟𝑂2 + (2 + 𝑥 − 𝑦)𝐶 → 𝑍𝑟(𝐶𝑥 , 𝑂𝑦 ) + (2 − 𝑦)𝐶𝑂 ↑

(1)
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2.1.3. Densification. A pellet was prepared by hot-pressing the synthesized ZrC
powder. The powder was hot pressed in a 25.4 mm cylindrical graphite die lined with
BN-coated (SP-180 Cerac, Milwaukie, WI) graphite foil (2010-A; Mineral Seal Corp,
Tucson, Arizona). Before hot pressing, the powder was loaded into the die and cold
compacted in a uniaxial press at ~2MPa. The powder was then heated under vacuum (~20
Pa) to 1600 ºC with an average heating rate of 20 ºC/min. Upon reaching 1600 ºC, the
furnace was backfilled with helium and a uniaxial pressure of 32 MPa was applied to the
powder compact. The furnace was then heated at 50 ºC/min to 2200 0C. After 90 min, the
furnace was cooled at ~50 ºC/min. The load was removed when the die temperature
dropped below 1600 ºC.
Following densification, the specimens for microscopy analysis from the billet
parallel to the hot pressing with a slow-speed diamond saw. The surface of the ZrC foil
was then polished to a 0.25 μm mirror-finish using successively finer diamond abrasives.
After polishing, the specimens were ultrasonically cleaned in ethanol for 15 min at room
temperature.

2.2. MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION
This section describes the experimental techniques that were used to examine the
microstructure of the as-fabricated specimens.
2.2.1. Density and Chemical Analysis. The bulk density of the hot-pressed billet
was measured by the Archimedes’ method performed in accordance with ASTM C73
using distilled water as the immersing medium [33]. The relative density was calculated
by dividing the Archimedes’ density by the estimated theoretical density of ZrC (𝜌=6.71
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g/cm3). The Hf content in the as-fabricated billet was determined by instrumental neutron
activation analysis (NAA) performed at the Missouri University of Science and
Technology Reactor (MSTR). The details of the NAA experiment will be published in a
companion paper. Chemical analyses for carbon, oxygen and nitrogen content were
conducted by the direct combustion method using infrared absorption detection. Carbon
(CS600; Leco, St. Joseph, MI), oxygen and nitrogen (TC500; Leco, St. Joseph, MI)
contents were measured by grinding part of the dense specimen to ~200 mesh. Three
measurements were conducted for each element to establish repeatability.
2.2.2. X-Ray Diffraction. Phases analysis for the ZrO2 and ZrC powders was
performed using X-ray diffraction (XRD). The patterns were collected on a PANalytical
X’Pert3 Powder diffractometer (Malvern Panalytical Inc., Westborough, MA, USA)
fitted with Cu Kα radiation source (Åλ=1.5418Å). The powder pattern were acquired at
room temperature using a step size of 0.02626º with a counting time of 1 s over the 2θ
range 5-90º. Diffraction patterns were acquired over the 2θ range 25-90º. X-ray tube
operation conditions were 45 kV and 40 mA.
XRD analysis was also performed on polished cross section of the hot pressed billet
using a PANanlytical X’Pert Pro Multipurpose Diffractometer (MPD) fitted with a Cu Xray tube and an X’Celerator area detector. Diffraction patterns were acquired over the 2θ
range 5-90º with a step size of 0.03º and 0.5 s of exposure at each step. X-ray tube
operation conditions were 40 kV and 40 mA. XRD patterns were analyzed by the
Rietveld method (RIQAS, Materials Data, Inc., Livermore, CA, USA).
2.2.3. Raman Spectroscopy. Raman measurements were collected using a
HORIBA Jobin Yvon LabRAM ARAMIS microRaman spectrometer (Horiba, Edison,
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NJ). The specimens were excited by a 632 nm He/Ne laser focused to a 2-3 µm spot
using a 50× microscope objective lens. Raman spectra were acquired in the
backscattering geometry. The laser power was below 2 mW to prevent local heating of
the sample. All measurements were conducted at room temperature.
2.2.4. Electron Microscopy. Microstructure of the as-fabricated pellet was
analyzed on polished cross sections by field emission scanning electron microscopy
(FIB-SEM SciosTM DualBeamTM, FEI, Hillsboro, Oregon). Key microstructural features
like content of secondary phases and residual porosity were evaluated from FESEM
micrographs acquired using an accelerating voltage of 5 keV. Electron backscattered
diffraction (EBSD), coupled with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS), was
performed using an Oxford HKL system and energy dispersive spectrometer in the FEI
Scios DualBeam scanning electron microscope. EBSD conditions utilized for the analysis
were a 20 kV accelerating voltage, 15 mm working distance and a 70° tilt. A 0.15 μm step
size was selected for the analysis. The specimen was analyzed using a single scan; with
an average area large enough to include more than 50 unique grains and thereby achieve
a larger statistical sample for determining grain size and grain boundary character [17].
The specimen for TEM analyses was prepared by the focused ion beam (FIB) lift-out
technique. A 15 μm (width) × 10 μm (depth) rectangular lamella was thinned to electron
transparency by the FIB (~50 nm). The TEM lamella was imaged using a FEI Tecnai
TF30-FEG Twin STEM (FEI, Hillsboro, OR, USA) working at 300 kV. Electron energy
loss spectroscopy (EELS) was used to characterize the local elemental composition.
High resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) was used to reveal
microstructural details of the inclusions.
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3. RESULTS

From the XRD analysis of the synthetized ZrO2 powder (Fig. 1a), peaks for
monoclinic phase (JCPDS card 81-1314) and tetragonal phase (JPSD card 50-8019) were
identified. The peaks were broad, presumably due to the small crystallite size. Rietveld
analysis of the XRD data yielded tetragonal phase fractions of approximately 5 wt%. The
crystallite sizes estimated by Rietveld method were ~30 nm for both tetragonal and
monoclinic ZrO2 phases. Fig. 1b shows the XRD pattern for the ZrCx powder synthesized
using a starting ZrO2:C molar ra voltio 1:3 and heated to 1800 ºC. ZrCx, with Fm3̅m
crystal space group (JCPDF card 35-0784), was the only phase detected.
The as-sintered ZrCx pellet had a relative density of 95%. Gas fusion analysis
indicated that the as-fabricated ZrC pellet contained 11.53 wt% carbon, 1.01 wt% oxygen
and 0.204 wt % nitrogen. The oxygen and nitrogen impurities could come from the
starting powder used for carbothermal reduction or introduced during processing of the
billet. The hafnium content measured by NAA was about 400 parts per million (wppm).
Fig. 1c shows the XRD pattern obtained from the cross sectioned ZrCx pellet. The only
phase detected was ZrCx and no extra peaks were apparent. The empirical correlation
between lattice parameter and carbon content determined by Jackson and Lee [34] was
used to estimate the carbon content from the lattice parameter determined by Rietveld
refinement of the XRD pattern. The lattice parameter of the pellet determined by Rietveld
refinement was 4.689064 Å, corresponding to a carbon stoichiometry of ZrC0.92.
The microstructure of the as-sintered ZrC billet is depicted in Fig. 2. Individual
equiaxed ZrC grains were apparent in the micrograph due to channeling contrast. The
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densified microstructure contained discrete porosity and secondary phases. These features
were discriminated based on their grey level intensity and morphological variances with
respect to each other and the ZrC matrix. The porosity appeared as round black inclusions
with charging around the edges. Small pores with diameters <1.5 µm were observed at
the grain boundaries and entrapped within the ZrC grains. No clustering of pores was
observed in the microstructure. The fraction of porosity calculated using computerized
image analysis was estimated to be less than 7 vol%; It should be mentioned, however,
that charging effects around the pores made accurate estimation of pore diameters
difficult. The measured fraction of porosity was in good agreement with the relative
densities determined by Archimedes’ method. In addition to porosity, traces of a
secondary phase were also identified in the as-sintered billet. This phase appeared black
in contrast with respect to ZrC grains and without charging, indicating that it is likely to
be carbon.
EBSD analysis was also conducted for phase identification and to determine grain
size distribution and grain boundary character. An inverse pole figure map from EBSD
measurements is shown in Fig. 4a. The collected Kikuchi maps were fit with
crystallographic information for ZrC, m-ZrO2, t-ZrO2, c-ZrO2, and C-graphite, which
could occur within the composition of interest. The EBSD analysis did not detect any
precipitates in the matrix, probably because of the large spot size used during the scan.
The white regions in the inverse pole figure map were points where the Kikuchi patterns
could not be indexed. They were most probably defects in the surface layer such as
residual porosity or precipitates that were extracted during ceramographic preparation.
According to the EBSD orientational map, the microstructure of the as-prepared ZrC
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pellet was inhomogeneous and exhibited a multimodal grain size distribution (Fig 4b).
The average grain diameter was around 4.2 µm and an aspect ratio was 0.5. The
microstructure revealed large grains (10 μm) with porosity that was entrapped within the
grains. This is typical for ZrC sintered with no additives, which typically reach only 96–
98% of theoretical density due to rapid grain growth prior to complete densification
[35],[36].
Pole figure analysis (Fig. 4c) indicated that the microstructure of the as-sintered
pellet was not textured, in agreement with the XRD results. Additionally, the grain
boundary misorientation histogram (Fig 2d) showed that the pellet contained a large
fraction (>90%) of high angle grain boundaries (> 15o misorientation), which is
characteristic of polycrystalline materials. Analysis of the misorientation maps of the
grain boundaries also showed that the larger grains had relatively few boundaries with
low angle misorientation (Fig 5a). This suggested that the absorption of low angles grain
boundaries was the predominant mechanism activated during grain growth [37].
To gain further information about the spatial distribution and chemical
composition of the secondary phase, backscattered electron images and elemental
chemical maps were acquired (Fig. 3). The backscattered electron micrograph (Fig 2a)
showed dark inclusions randomly distributed within the lighter contrast ZrC matrix.
These dark inclusions appeared approximately uniform in size and shape. SEM/EDS
maps (Fig 3b-d) indicated the presence of carbon-enriched and oxygen-enriched
precipitates in the ZrC matrix.
Further analysis was done in the TEM to confirm EBSD findings and determine if
any additional phases were present in as-sintered pellet that were below the resolution of
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the EBSD. An overview of the microstructure in the TEM lift-out is given in Fig. 6a. The
High Angle Annular Dark Field (HAADF) image of the specimen showed that local
heterogeneities existed at the nanoscale level within the ZrC matrix. Although most of
the grains appeared to be uniform in composition, some grains contained a few dark and
medium contrast inclusions with sizes ranging between 50 and 300 nm. These inclusions
were mainly inside the ZrCx grains, although some of them were also observed along the
grain boundaries. EELS point spectra were acquired at the inner and outer regions of one
of the inclusions (Fig. 6b, c, and d) to confirm its chemical composition. The results
indicated that the inner region was oxygen-rich compared to the outer region. Moreover,
detailed analysis of the EELS spectra revealed differences in the carbon K-edge between
inner and outer regions of the inclusion. The fine structure of carbon K-edge EELS
spectra acquired from the periphery of the inclusion (Figure 6b and c) was identical to
literature references for the C K-edge in ZrCx [38]. On the other hand, the carbon K-edge
obtained from the core of the inclusion (Fig. 6d) differed significantly from the C fine
structure of ZrCx. This suggested that either a partial zirconium oxycarbide phase formed
within the core area or, more likely, the core of the inclusion contained a mixture zirconia
and amorphous carbon.
To determine the phase of the inclusions, selected area electron diffraction
(SAED) analysis was performed. Fig. 7c shows a representative SAED pattern acquired
from one of the dark inclusions located inside a ZrCx grain (Fig 7a). Only one set of
diffraction spots was observed in the electron diffraction pattern from the area that
contained both matrix and inclusion. Indexing of the SAED pattern showed that the spots
were consistent with the ZrC phase along the [211] zone axis. This result suggested that
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the inclusions had a very similar structure to the ZrC matrix. One possibility is that these
inclusions are simply ZrC with a higher dissolved oxygen content that is giving the
elemental contrast observed in the HAADF micrograph. Previous studies have indicated
that oxygen dissolution affects the lattice parameter of ZrCx [39]. However, the
difference in lattice parameter between the matrix and the inclusion might be so small
that it cannot be detected by SAED analysis.
The microstructure of the inclusions was also investigated in the HRTEM mode.
Fig. 8c shows a HRTEM image of the inclusion indicated in Fig. 8a. The micrograph
revealed that the inclusion had a complex core-shell structure. The core of the inclusion
contained a mixture of amorphous phase and nanosized crystals (<10 nm) as shown in
Fig. 8d. The fast Fourier transformation (FFT) pattern from the nanosized precipitates
present at the core of the inclusion was the same as the simulated pattern of tetragonal
ZrO2 phase in the 111 zone axis (Fig 8e and 8f). Therefore, there is conclusive evidence
that the core region of the inclusions contained oxide phase. The amorphous phase was
most likely carbon, which was detected by EELS analysis conducted at the core region
(Fig 8b). On the other hand, the shell region of the inclusion consisted of a crystalline
ZrC phase with a higher dissolved oxygen content than the ZrC matrix.
Raman spectroscopy was used to investigate the structure of the ZrC matrix and the
microscopic carbon inclusions that were visible in the fabricated pellet through optical
microscopy. The spectra acquired in ZrC grains (Fig 5a) showed Raman bands at
approximately 200, 275, 515 and 600 cm-1. These bands were assigned to defect related
modes induced by carbon vacancies in the ideal NaCl crystal structure of ZrC. The
spectrum obtained in this work was similar to those previously reported for
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substochiometric ZrCx [40], [41], suggesting that carbon vacancies were present in the assintered ZrC matrix. On the other hand, the Raman spectra for the carbon inclusions (Fig.
5b) were characterized by two first order prominent peaks: a Raman active 𝐸2𝑔 mode line
around 1590 cm-1 (known as G band), and the disorder induced peak at 1333 cm-1 (D band).
These peaks were due to sp2 and sp3carbon bonding respectively. The presence of both sp3
and sp2 hybridization is common for micron sized grains of graphite [42]. According to
previous studies [42], [43], the Raman intensity ratio (ID/IG) is related to the amount of
disorder in graphitic carbon. Peak fitting of the Raman spectra for 10 carbon inclusions
revealed an average D/G peak intensity ratio of 1.32. This ratio was above the standard
value for polycrystalline graphite (D/G=0.75) [43], indicating that the carbon inclusions
around the ZrC grains are disordered graphitic domains. The nature of the carbon
inclusions in the as-sintered ceramic differs from the commercial carbon black used for
carbothermal reduction. According to Raman analysis, the D/G ratio for carbon black
powder was 1.82, suggesting relatively more disordered structure characteristic of carbon
allotropes with amorphous structure.

4. DISCUSSION

The multimodal approach used in this work revealed heterogeneities at the micro
and nanoscale level in the densified ZrCx specimen. The simplified sketch in Fig. 10
summarizes the most important features and phases formed in the fabricated pellet.
Cross-sectional SEM analysis indicated that the specimen contained remnant
oxycarbide and carbon inclusions that were randomly distributed within the ZrCx grains
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and along the grain boundaries. These secondary phases were not detected by XRD
analysis, likely due to being below the detection limit of this method. Some of the
residual carbon observed in the densified microstructure could be attributed to the free
carbon present in ZrC raw powder. Rejasse et al. [14] showed that samples corresponding
to the theoretical stoichiometric ZrC composition have some free carbon, regardless of
the carbothermal reduction synthesis temperature. According to previous work, the
presence of residual free carbon in the starting zirconium oxycarbide powders leads to the
appearance of graphitized intergranular inclusion after hot-pressing. Raman analysis of
the carbon inclusions supports the hypothesis that partial conversion of amorphous
carbon black into crystalline graphite occurred during the hot pressing. The presence of
carbon inclusions in the ZrC matrix is detrimental for applications in nuclear systems
because they reduce the mechanical performance by favoring microcrack displacements
and decrease the swelling resistance under irradiation conditions [7].
Besides carbon, isolated oxygen rich ZrCx inclusions were homogeneously
dispersed throughout the specimen as revealed by BSE contrast imaging and TEM
analysis. These inclusions were assumed to have originated from surface oxide impurities
in the ZrC powders. It is known that native oxide layers usually form on the outside of
fine ZrC particles when they are exposed to air. TEM analysis showed that the inclusions
had a characteristic core-shell structure. The core region was filled with tetragonal ZrO2
nanocrystals embedded within an amorphous phase containing oxygen, carbon, and
zirconium. The shell was made of crystalline zirconium carbide with higher oxygen
content compared to the matrix. The composite structure of the inclusions suggested that
they might be ZrO2 contaminants that were being slowly reduced during hot-pressing.
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Previous studies have shown that ZrC reacts with ZrO2 at temperatures above 1600 ºC to
form oxycarbide solutions [44], [45],[46]. Since the sintering temperature used in the
present work was T=2200 ºC, it is conceivable that the residual oxygen impurities could
dissolve into the lattice during densification. A possible route for the reduction of
zirconia inclusions is given by:
𝑍𝑟𝑂2 + 𝑍𝑟𝐶 → 𝑍𝑟𝐶𝑥 𝑂𝑦 + 𝐶𝑂(𝑔)

(2)

As shown in Rxn. (2), the stabilization of ZrCxOy solutions will lead to evolution
of CO and the concomitant creation of porosity around ZrO2 inclusions [45] . However,
the existence of carbon vacancies in ZrCx, would reduce the CO yield because oxygen
atoms can directly occupy carbon vacancies instead of bonding with carbon atoms to
form CO and carbon vacancies [44]. In the present work, the fabricated ZrC matrix was
substoichiometric as indicated by Raman and XRD analysis. This could help to explain
why no porosity was observed around the oxycarbide inclusions. The addition of ZrO2
could slightly enhance the densification process. The added ZrO2 could also accelerate
grain boundary migration in ZrC grains.
Both XRD and Raman analysis showed that the ZrCx matrix was carbon deficient
after hot-pressing, even when enough carbon black was used to produce a fully
stoichiometric ZrC. This result was supported by the observation of carbon inclusions as
a secondary phase, as observed by microscopic and Raman analysis. The reason for this
limited carbon incorporation into the zirconium carbide phase is not obvious from the
results of the present study. However, similar lower carbon incorporation has been
previously reported in near stoichiometric ZrCx (x>0.9) compositions [47]. A possible
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explanation for this behavior could be associated to the presence of residual oxygen and
nitrogen atoms in the carbide lattice. The incorporation of these impurities during
processing and sintering could produce a combination of carbon deficient ZrCx and
excess carbon that goes undetected by XRD and other typical characterization methods.
Moreover, the substitution of carbon atoms by oxygen and nitrogen in the zirconium
carbide lattice could lead to the stabilization of a higher density of carbon vacancies [48].
In this study, chemical analysis of the hot-pressed specimen indicated the presence of
residual oxygen and nitrogen. Thus, it is plausible these impurities could have played a
role in the stabilization of vacancies in the ZrC matrix, which would result in excess
carbon in the ceramic. To validate this hypothesis, a more accurate chemical analysis will
be needed to discriminate the occupancy in the carbon sublattice in ZrCx.
Although the processing and sintering conditions used in this work resulted in ZrC
specimens with potentially undesirable microstructural characteristics for nuclear
applications, the results presented here are still important because they provide insights
into what needs to be done to manufacture suitable ZrCx fuel matrices. For example,
refinement of the processing parameters is required to synthesize and hot-pressed ZrC
under conditions that prevent the solution of nitrogen and oxygen impurities, and the
precipitation of carbon. Additionally, it is recommended to implement a multimodal
methodology to evaluate the compositional homogeneity of monolithic ZrCx, since
residual amounts of secondary phases cannot be detected by XRD and other typical
characterization methods.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

ZrCx powder with low Hf content was successfully synthesized by carbothermal
reduction of ZrO2 and carbon black powders at 1800 ºC. The synthesized ZrCx powder
was hot-pressed without any sintering additives at 2200 ºC and 32 MPa for 90 min. The
sintering conditions resulted in the formation of a pellet with a relative density of 95%,
providing enough porosity to accommodate fuel burnup. Besides ZrCx, no other phases
were identified by XRD analysis of the as-sintered specimen. EBSD revealed that
average grain sizes ranged from 2 to 10 µm. SEM/EDS analysis revealed that the hotpressed ZrCx billet contained detectable amounts of carbon and oxygen-rich secondary
phases. The formation of carbon and oxygen-rich inclusions was attributed to the
presence of residual free carbon and oxide contaminants in the starting ZrCx powder.
Raman examination of the carbon inclusions indicated that structural reorganization of
free carbon into the disordered graphite domains occurred during the sintering treatment.
Additionally, TEM examination of the hot-pressed pellet showed the presence of
nanometric core-shell oxycarbide inclusions in the ZrC matrix. Application of EELS and
HRTEM analysis indicated that the core regions of the inclusions were filled with
tetragonal ZrO2 nanocrystals embedded within an amorphous phase containing oxygen,
carbon, and zirconium; whereas the shell regions were made of crystalline zirconium
oxycarbide. The composite structure of the inclusions suggested that they were more
likely ZrO2 impurities that were being slowly reduced during hot-pressing. The study
demonstrated the influence that impurities introduced during powder processing have on
the densification of ZrC and the resulting microstructure.
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Figure 1. X-ray diffraction patterns of (a) synthesized ZrO2 powder, (b) ZrCx powder
prepared by carbothermal reduction at 1800 ºC, and (c) ZrCx pellet after sintering at
2200 ºC.

Figure 2. SEM micrograph showing representative microstructure of HP ZrCx pellet.
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Figure 3. (a) BSE SEM micrograph of HP ZrCx pellet showing inclusions with dark
contrast. EDS elemental maps of (b) Zirconium, (c) Carbon, and (d) Oxygen collected to
investigate the compositions of the inclusions.

Figure 4. (a) Representative EBSD inverse pole figure map of the HP ZrCx pellet, (b)
histogram of grain size distribution, (c) EBSD texture plots. (A color version of this
figure can be viewed on the web version of this article).
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Figure 5. Grain boundary analysis of the HP ZrCx pellet. (a) distribution map of lowangle (red color) and high-angle (black color) grain boundaries. (b) Histogram of the
measured misorientation angle distribution for the HP ZrCx pellet. (A color version of
this figure can be viewed on the web version of this article).

Figure 6. (a) HAADF-STEM micrograph showing the presence of inclusion pockets
within grains and along the grain boundaries. Background-subtracted EELS spectrum
from (b) point 1, (c) point 2, and (d) point 3 respectively.
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Figure 7. (a) HAADF-STEM micrograph showing the presence of inclusion pockets
within ZrCx grains, (b) HRTEM image of the micrograph circle in (a) , and (c) indexed
SAED pattern of the area showed in (b).

Figure 8. (a) HAADF-STEM micrograph showing the presence of inclusion pockets
within ZrCx grains, (b) Background-subtracted EELS spectrum from red squared
inclusion in (a), (c) low magnification HRTEM image of inclusion, (d) HRTEM image
from the core region of the inclusion, (e) FFT pattern of the red squared region in the core
area of the inclusion, (f) simulated electron diffraction pattern based on the tetragonal
structure of ZrO2.
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Figure 9. Representative Raman spectra from (a) individual ZrCx grains, (b) carbon
inclusions (blue) observed in the hot-pressed ZrCx specimen, and carbon black powder
(red) used for carbothermal reduction. ((A color version of this figure can be viewed on
the web version of this article).

Figure 10. Schematic showing the main microstructural features of the as-sintered ZrCx
specimen.
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